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FAI Report to FAI Aeromodelling Commission Meeting 2010  
 


103rd FAI General Conference 2009, Incheon (KOR)  
For the first time during the last 24 years (1985 - New Delhi, India), the FAI General 
Conference was held again in Asia, perfectly hosted by the Federation of Korea Aeronautics in 
association with a professional conference organiser, the Incheon Municipality and major 
sponsors, including the two Korean airlines, Korean Air and Asiana. 
 
Over 20 Asian nations attended the Conference, many of which had never been represented 
at the FAI General Conference. This had been made possible by the invitation of the Asiania 
Parachuting Federation, with which the FAI has a Memorandum of Understanding.  


 
“Incheon Declaration” on the Development of Interna tional Air Sports  
The FAI Conference unanimously adopted the “Incheon Declaration”, which recognizes the 
great importance of Asia for our future, and commits FAI to doing everything in its power to 
support East Asian countries in their efforts to develop air sports. 
 
 
New FAI Members approved by the Conference  
New Active Members : Ecuador - Iran – Mongolia (Upgraded to Active) – Moldova (upgraded 
to Active) 
New Temporary Members : Palestine – Qatar – Trinidad & Tobago 
Today (21 Jan 2010), the FAI is represented in 92 countries by 97 member organisations (84 
Active, 7 Temporary, 6 Associate Members) and 3 International Affiliates. 
After the Conference, Azerbaidjan and Mali also applied to join FAI and have been 
provisionally accepted by the Executive Board. 
 
 
Finance  
The FAI remains financially in good shape, despite the world financial crisis. Conference noted 
that the proportion of FAI’s liquid assets held by Commissions was now approaching 50%, and 
that ways had to be found of applying some of these funds to help the Secretariat improve 
services to Commissions. 
The Conference unanimously accepted to keep unchanged the 2010 Scale of Subscriptions. 
For the 7th consecutive year, the FAI was able to continue freezing the level of annual 
subscriptions. FAI’s association with the Red Bull Air Race significantly contributed to this 
favourable situation. 
 
 
 
FAI Statutes & By-Laws  
The Statute relating to eligibility for the post of FAI President was modified by the General 
Conference. For the next election (due to be held in October 2010) any person duly nominated 
by a FAI Member or Air Sport Commission will be eligible – (eligibility is no longer limited to 
FAI Vice. 
 
 
 
FAI will move to new headquarters in 2011  
The FAI decided to purchase a floor at the Maison du Sport International (MSI) in Lausanne. 
The move will take place next spring. This will bring us to the heart of world sport. The 
purchase has been partially funded with money from Rolex, and will not entail any increase in 
annual outgoings, whilst improving FAI’s capacity to serve all Members and Commissions 







Meeting rooms for up to 50 persons will be available at the MSI. These meeting rooms will 
also be available to FAI Commissions not needing the auditorium at the Olympic Museum for 
their meetings.  
 
 
Next FAI General Conferences  
104th FAI General Conference : 5 to 10 October 2010, Dublin, Ireland 
105th FAI General Conference : 11 to 16 October 2011, Belgrade, Serbia 
 
 
 
 
 
FAI Activities & Projects  
 


IWGA World Games 
From 16 to 26 July 2009, some 3’100 athletes, coaches and officials from 105 countries 
gathered in Kaohsiung (Chinese Taipei) during the 8th World Games. Air sports were 
represented by 85 top parachutists competing in 5 disciplines.  
The next World Games will be held in 2013 in Cali, Colombia. The FAI and IWGA are currently 
considering introducing Paragliding and Aeromodelling disciplines on the sports program of 
the 2013 World Games. 


 
World Air Games 2009 
On 6 June 2009, some 10’000 spectators attended the opening ceremony held at the San 
Carlo central square in Turin. The opening ceremony was crowned by the lightning of the 
Icarus Flame, the Hellenic Aeronautical & Air Sports Association had flown in directly from 
Greece.  
 
265 athletes from 41 nations successfully competed in 19 disciplines, involving 8 Air Sport 
Commissions and the FAI Amateur-built & Experimental Aircraft Commission. No serious 
incident or accident occurred.  
 
A 15-minute video has been produced and distributed to each Delegate to give a “taste” of the 
World Air Games 2009. The Delegates were invited to copy and show this video in their 
countries to promote the event. 
 
In spite of the poor economic climate the LOC had to face, the 2009 Games were successful, 
have been a major step forward, and allowed us gathering very valuable know-how and 
experience. The new format of our multi-air-sport event is a good one and will be continued. 
However, there is still great scope for improving the World Air Games product, especially in 
areas such as management structure, integration and cooperation between sports, and 
presentation of air sports to the public and media. 
 
 
 
Red Bull Air Race  
As approved by the 2008 Conference in St-Vincent, the 2009 Red Bull Air Race series has 
been sanctioned by the FAI and successfully conducted under the title of “Red Bull Air Race 
World Championship”. Six successful races took place in 2009 (Abu Dhabi, San Diego, 
Windsor – CAN, Budapest, Porto, Barcelona). Cooperation with Red Bull was excellent, 
providing benefits to both partners and significantly increasing the popularity and visibility of air 
sports to the outside world.  
Cooperation with Red Bull is continuing through 2010, with races planned in Abu Dhabi, Perth, 
Windsor, New York, Budapest, Lisbon, as well as in Germany and Brazil. 







 
 
TV Production – airsports.tv  
FAI’s cooperation with Flying Aces Ltd continued through 2009. The 2008 TV series is now 
available for sale (at FAI or at airsports.tv) as a 3 DVD set proposed at the attractive price of 
11 EUR. The 2009 TV series is currently under production and should be available later this 
spring; in the meanwhile, video footage is already available on-line at http://www.airsports.tv. 
Our cooperation with Flying Aces will continue this year, and the organisers of events planned 
to be included in the 2010 TV series should soon be contacted by Flying Aces soon. 
 
 
SportAccord Video Hub  
Thanks to SportAccord FAI membership (www.sportaccord.com), a new video channel for 
presenting air sports will soon be available. Delegates and event organisers wishing to provide 
videos for publication are invited to contact the FAI (jmb@fai.org). 
 
 
 
FAI Sporting License Database  
Technical problems were at the origin of significant delays. These problems have been solved 
and the new FAI Sporting License Database will be made available as soon as all NACs have 
provided their updated data. 
 
 
 
 
JMB 
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CIAM Free Flight Subcommittee 2009 
The 2009-10 Subcommittee has 20 members. Discussions during the year have 


covered subjects including: 


• Model performance F1A F1B F1C. A statement of the problems of high 


performance was discussed and placed on the web site. No proposals for 


change were generated for the 2010 Plenary meeting in view of the rule cycle 


for these classes. 


• Model performance F1Q – ideas discussed included reducing the motor run, 


limiting the mass of the motor as a proportion of aircraft mass, and other 


specification changes, but there was not clear agreement on a specific route. A 


proposal has been submitted to extend the organisation of flyoffs. 


• F1C safety following a crash at the World Championships. This was brought 


to attention via a video. The majority view was that the current rules on 


starting lines and position of spectators are adequate but must be enforced. 


• Radio DT and the wording of the definition of free flight. There was some 


discussion of the use of radio to stop motors within a flight or to terminate the 


flight. No change has been proposed. 


• F1E starting area. Following problems at the 2009 World Championships 


further definition of the launch area were discussed but it was decided that the 


added complexity was not necessary for the exceptional cases where problems 


have occurred. 


• World Cup – a suggestion to increase the number of events counted were not 


popular and there was no support for further extending the advantages in the 


rules for countries outside Europe. 


• Detail code improvements. Proposals have been submitted to remove some 


anomalies within the current Sporting Code. One source of identification of 


anomalies was a paper by Wilhelm Kamp, a past member of the 


subcommittee, based on his observations as a Jury member during 2009. 


 


 


Ian Kaynes   November 2009 
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 Report from the F2 Subcommittee November 2009 
 


The Control Line European Championships were held in Belgrade, Serbia, with competitions only 


in F2B and F2D. The organiser had planned to have a new purpose made control line flying site 


ready for all competition classes. It turned out that the organiser had rejected the use of the 


promised reserve flying field at Batajnica, the site of the 2007 European Championships. This was 


just two months before the opening of the EC, and the concrete circles had not been constructed 


at that time! The CIAM Bureau showed concern at the December 2008 Bureau meeting but was 


assured that there would be no problems with the site and that there was a reserve site to be used if 


there would be any problems. This is the first time in the history of control line championships that 


not all of the championship classes could be run. This is really embarrassing for the NAC of 


Serbia! The competitors in F2A and F2C lost all their travel costs! 
 


This year saw the introduction of shut-offs in F2D. There had been a lot of discussion about the 


feasibility of this, but it turned out to be both functional and safety enhancing. A summary of the 


function is attached to this report. 


 


In F2C thicker lines had been introduced to somewhat reduce the performance. There were not any 


problems with the heavier lines in actual race situations but the performance reduction was only 5 – 


7 seconds in the 100 lap qualifying race. More effort will be needed to get a more substantial 


performance reduction. 


 


At the March Plenary Meeting it was decided that the use of safety straps to the control handle in all 


control line classes will be mandatory from 1
st
 of January 2010. This has been intensively discussed 


within some groups related to F2C in which they say that this rule is in fact safety decreasing. A 


petition has been made to the CIAM Bureau, in which they state that a repeal shall be made until 


further discussions have proven whether the safety strap shall be introduced or not. 


 


The F2B and F2D working groups have put on a lot of effort to provide proposals to improve the 


manoeuvre descriptions in F2B and new rule sets in F2D and F2E. These latter aims to reduce noise 


and to homogenise the rules.  


 


The F2 Subcommittee has submitted 24 proposals to the CIAM Plenary Meeting in March 2010. 


 


 


 


Bengt-Olof Samuelsson 


Chairman F2 Subcommittee 


 


 







Report on function of shut-offs in F2D Combat 2009 
At January 1st 2009 it became mandatory to use shut-offs in F2D Combat. Although it had 


been known for some years that the rule was coming most of the development took place in 


2008 and both negative and positive opinions could be heard and read at contests and in 


different forums. In the end a lot of different constructions, both mechanical and electronic, 


were made public. If you didn’t feel for building them yourself they were available from 


different manufacturers. A great and most appreciated job has been done by Henning Forbech 


of Denmark who, at his web site, has published data on all available constructions together 


with data from a lot of tests that he and his fellow flyers in Denmark did. His approach has 


most certainly helped the introduction of shut-offs. 


In general the shut-offs has been working in fly-aways and thereby serving its purpose. Some 


pilots have had trouble in flight where shut-offs have stopped their engine mainly because 


they need to learn how to use and adjust the new equipment. 


When looking at the number of entries at the contests this year there are some with almost the 


same number of entries as earlier years while others have fewer pilots. Comparing the total 


number of competitors in the World Cup for the last years there is also a decrease. Some of it 


may be due to the introduction of shut-offs but it may also have other reasons: 2009-205 


pilots, 2008-290 pilots and 2007-285 pilots. 


Below you will find some notes from contests held during the season. It is not a complete list 


from all International contests but merely from the contests where data has been available. 


World Cup, Bitterfeld Germany, 2-3rd of May. 42 pilots 


7 fly-aways, 3 pilots were disqualified because their shut-off didn’t work. (I am not sure if 


this is the correct numbers or not). 


World Cup, Aalborg Denmark, 30-31st of May. 18 pilots 


1 fly-away. The model landed in a nearby tree before the shut-off had time to activate. 


Looking at the model afterwards the shut-off was activated (and worked!). 


World Cup, Karlskoga Sweden, 6-7th of June. 34 pilots 


1 fly-away. The shut-off worked and the model landed with the engine stopped. 


World Cup, Sebnitz Germany, 13-14th of June. 39 pilots 


3 fly-aways. In one case it worked and stopped the engine. In one case the model crashed 


before the engine was stopped (but the shut-off worked) and in the third case it didn’t work 


and the pilot was disqualified. 


World Cup, Belgrade Serbia, 24-25th of July. 27 pilots 


3 fly-aways. At 2 occasions the shut-off worked. In the third case the model landed in the 


nearby trees before the engine stopped. Inspection afterwards showed that the shut-off had 


worked. 


European Championships, Belgrade Serbia, 26th of July-3rd of August. 47 pilots 


5 fly-aways. At 4 occasions the shut-off worked. In the fifth case the model crashed in the 


circle before the engine stopped. Inspection afterwards showed that the shut-off had worked. 


World Cup, Novomoskovsk Ukraine, 6-9th of October. 83 pilots 


9 fly-aways. In 5 cases the shut-off worked and the engine stopped. In 4 cases the model 


crashed before the shut-off had time to work. Inspection afterwards showed that the shut-off 


had worked in all these cases. 
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Circular July 2009 


 
 
 
Dear Subcommitee Members and Friends, 
 
Altogether we have a number of tasks ahead of us in order to prepare the aerobatic classes covered by the 
our Subcommittee to succeed in the future and this will be quite challenging.  


 
Having called your attention, let’s look what’s on: 
 
 
1 Events 
 
1-1 F3A 
 
1-1-1 World Championships 2009, August 21-29, 2009, Pombal, Portugal 
http://www.fpam.pt/WCF3A09/index.php 


 
Just a few weeks still to go and with 108 final entries from 39 nations, these W/C  will become a huge and 
exciting event at a perfect and beautiful location and in the hand of an excellent and highly experienced 
organising team. Everybody dedicated to F3A aerobatics should be encouraged to come and experience the 
vibrant atmosphere of a W/C as to take advantage from the unique opportunities to watch top performances 
and contact the pilots from all over the globe. 
 
I’m convinced that these W/C will become a benchmark for F3A events as it was in France in 2005. 
 
1-1-2 European Championships 2010 August 28-September 04, 2010, Kapfenberg, Austria 
http://www.aeroclub.at/ 
 
The preparations on this event are currently well in course and the flying field layout etc. are determined 
already. The organising team is very concerned and I’m sure that we can expect a perfectly organised E/C 
next year. 
 
1-1-3 Combined Asian Oceanic Continental Championships CAOCC 2010 


 
The award of this event is still pending, however, meanwhile we have a tentative bid from the Phillipines and 
a clue that China and Thailand may forward offers as well. By any means, I’m in contact with referring officals 
and I’d like to urge everybody involved in respective NACs to stress their offical bids to the FAI and in 
accordance with S/C regulations. Latest by November 15, 2009 the offical bid forms etc. must have been 
received by the FAI, so the December 2009 Bureau Meeting may vote on the award. 
 
 


FAI/CIAM Positions: 
 
- Chairman Subcommittee  
  F3 Radio Control Aerobatics 
- Alternate Delegate to Germany 
 
E-Mail Office: info@incon-gmbh.de 
E-Mail Mobile: gf@incon-mob.com 
 
Phone Mobile: +49-179-1422143 


Michael F. A. Ramel 
 
 
Lilienstr. 44 
 
D-81669 München (Munich) 
 
Germany 
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1-1-4 World Championships 2011, Muncie IN, USA 
http://www.modelaircraft.org/aboutama/iacuse.aspx 
 
Finally we’ll have a W/C in the US again and at a fantastic location, the AMA’s International Aeromodelling 
Center, home of the AMA headquarters and the National Aeromodelling Museum on perfectly developed 1000 
acres of an aeromodelling park. 
 
1-1-5 European Championships 2012 
1-1-6 Combined Asian Oceanic Continental Championships CAOCC 2012 
1-1-7 World Championships 2013 
 
No bids have been delivered yet so far and offers are invited at any time. 
 
1-1-8 World Cup 2009 
 
Thanks to our friends from France we have the World Cup now for the 2nd year in row and I hope we can 
have interesting results this year again, appreciating the efforts of competitiors travelling almost every 
summer weekend to the various contests as to collect their scores for the best possible. 
 
1-2 F3M 
 
1-2-1 Continental Championships 
1-2-2 World Championships 
 
The Large R/C Aerobatics Class has achieved full status now from 2010 on and Category 1 events may be 
organised from 2011 on. Offers for events are invited from any NAC able to cover the requirements. 
 


 
1-3 F3P 
 
1-3-1 Continental Championships 
1-3-2 World Championships 
 
The Indoor Aerobatics Class has achieved full status from 2009 on, so Category 1 events can be organised 
from 2011 on. The periodical system is congruent with F3A, Continental Championships in even years and 
World Championships in odd years.  
 
I’d like to encourage the NACs, in first place the ones, which may be considered as the F3P breeding-places to 
forward bids for such events as soon as possible. Travelling F3P models may be relatively easy and should 
attract a large crowd of international teams should. However, the organisation may need some extra efforts 
regarding the availability of adequate locations and terms. 
 


 
2 Sporting Code 
 
2-1 F3A 
 
2-1-1 Current Term 
In conjunction with the CIAM Plenary Meeting 2009 there was a Technical Meeting held by the F3A 
Subcommitte (still with Bob as the Chairman). Issues and results of that discussion can be checked from the 
minutes attached to this circular and you may expect to see the rule modifications on which the Plenary 
Meeting has voted on in favor to appear respectively in the next issue of the 2010 S/C. 
Once the 2009 competition season comes to an end, concentration will quickly move over to P11/F11 
schedules and I hope we will not face too many uncertainties or bugs in the wording to come up. But if, 
please advise at soonest. 


 
2-1-2 Next Term 
Due to the current two years rule freeze regulations, the next opportunity to bring in proposals for rule 
development runs out by November 15th, 2010, to be voted on at the Plenary Meeting 2011. As always terms 
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seem to be far away as long as they don’t approach quickly one day, so please cope on the current rules once 
in while and note down in due time what your input may be. 
 
 
2-1-3 Subsequent Manoeuvre Schedules  
Nevertheless, it is really time now to start the design of coming schedules P13/F13 and P15/F15. So please 
everybody, come up with your proposals as to discuss, verify and possibly flight test the manoeuvres and 
combinations suggested as long as time pressure is low. Also, wording of manoeuvre descriptions I don’t like 
to set-up under lack of time as to avoid these typically nasty mistakes everybody has experienced confusion 
from once in while. 
 
2-2 F3M 
 
2-2-1 Current Term 
Also refer to the topics treated in the CIAM Plenary Meeting 2009 and respective Technical Meeting. 
Nevertheless a small bug was discovered in the current rules, which I’m about to clean in collaboration with 
our Technical Secretary: 
 
Page 48, Annex 5L.1.10. 
delete:     Sx  = Score of Competitor x 
set:         S    = Score of Competitor x 
reason:    logic of formula 
 


2-2-2 Next Term and Subsequent Manoeuvre Schedules  
The next opportunity to bring in proposals is the same as for F3A. Admittingly I’m not so familiar yet with the 
particular necessities in F3M, but  I’d like to stress the specialists among us to think on rule development and 
coming schedules in time as well and to forward their concerns and issues, so to deal with issues less time 
pressure. 
 
2-3 F3P  
 
2-3-1 Current Term 
Again, refer to the topics treated in the CIAM Plenary Meeting 2009 and respective Technical Meeting. A bit 
anoying are the numerous bugs discovered in the S/C Edition 2009, which I’m also about to clean-up with our 
Technical Secretary as far as possible: 
 
Page 56 through 62 
delete:     designation of paragraphs 5M.1.1 through 5M.1.15 shouldn’t use the letter “M” anymore. Also the 
“.1.” is too much. 
set:         propably the paragraphs should be renamed 5.8.1 through 5.8.15 
reason:    F3P is official class since Jan01, 2009 
 
Page 57, 5M.1.9, Note 1 
delete:     semi-final 
reason:    there are no semifinals, only preliminaries and finals 
 
Page 58, 5M.1.10 c) 
delete:     Those selected must reflect the approximate geographical distribution and the final list... 
set:         Those selected (even better: appointed) must reflect the approximate geographical distribution of 
teams participating in the previous World Championships with the final list... 
reason:    sentence is incomplete “geographical distribution” of what? Complete sentenc is taken from F3A 
page 12, 5.1.10.  
               (Sure, since there was no W/C in F3P yet, for the first we must make a selection based on the 
forcast of participating teams, but I think this may not be subject of the rule book) 
 
Page 58, 5M.1.10 e) 
delete:     unknown 
reason:    there are no unknown schedules 
 
Page 58, 5M.1.11. b) 
delete:     complete text 
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set:         corresponding text from F3A, page 13, 5.1.11: For flights two, three and four of....time each day. 
The flight order for the first round of finals...3/4 down the finals flight order. 
reason:   description of procedure is wrong and on top, text lacks the explanation for round four. 
 
Page 58, 5M.1.12 a) 
delete:     ...that they are listed on the score sheet 
set:         ...that they are listed in the Sporting Code 
reason:   The listing in the S/C is the ruling criteria, not the score sheet. (The same issue applies to F3A, by 
the way) 
 
Page 59, 5M.1.13, AP07 
delete:    two half rolls 
set:        half roll 
reason:   there are not two half rolls, but only one half roll 
 
Page 59, 5M.1.13, AP08 
delete:     (Turn-around manoeuvre) 
set:         (Center manoeuvre) 
reason:     it is a center manoeuvre 
 
Page 64, manoeuvre description AP10. Judging notes 
insert:     The altitude and distance from the security line must be constant... 
reason:   precisement 
 
Page 66, manoeuvre description AF08, page 68, Aresti drawing 
delete:   Push to exit upright, wrong Aresti drawing 
set:       Pull to exit inverted, correct Aresti drawing (see attachment) 
reason:  this manoevre never has been proposed or approved this way as a turn-around manoeuvre (see 
previous correspondances) 
 
Page 66, manoeuvre description AF09, page 68 Aresti drawing 
delete:   Push to a vertical downline..., wrong Aresti drawing 
set:        Pull to a vertical downline...., correct Aresti drawing 
reason:  consequence from previous manoeuvre AP08 
 
2-3-2 Next Term and Subsequent Manoeuvre Schedules  
The next opportunity to bring in proposals is the same as for F3A. Luckily the unfortunate disturbances over 
the current AP and AF schedules have been stopped and the German Championships have proved the big step 
forward in both, flying skills and model refinement, which these challenging schedules had called for. But 
again, not to face that tight time pressure we had a second time, I’d like to stress you to start work on 
subsequent schedules now (eventually even including unknowns), as to discuss, verify and test them in time. 
 
Now since the F3P rules are in a good shape in general, I’d like to deal with the AM part in particular. 
Experiences and feedback from judges call for simplified and clearer judging criterias. Actually I seek for 
consulting F3M and F6 specialists for some harmonisation. 
 
 
3 Strategic Issues 
 
3-1 Subcommittee 
We are now 25 members and each one of you is considered as the No. 1 technichal specialist for Radio 
Control Aerobatics in you country, but also as the messenger from the Subcommittee to your NAC. This task 
should encourage to actively communicate and forward your input to the Subcommittee team, as well as to 
care for appropriate feedback to the Aerobatics community covered by your NAC. The success of the 
Subcommittee’s work strongly depends on your contributions and as for myself, I’d be happy to coordinate 
them at best possible. On the other hand, staying absent simply means that your wishes and opinions cannot 
be taken in consideration. 
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3-2 Judges 
 
3-2-1 Coordination between Subcommittee and Judges 
Some of you Subcommitte Members are judges, but my concern goes to the crowd of all the other judges, 
locally an internationally, who propably cannot participate in our information stream the way they should. I 
think it would be desirable to set-up some direct communication link between the Subcommitte and the 
judges community and I’ll work on that. 
 
3-2-2 Sourcing New Judges 
As we all know, the quality of F3A competitions depends substantially from the quality and skills of the judges 
employed. We know too that already today we have quite a shortage of judges in every NAC and 
consequently on international level as well. Moreover, many deserving judges will not be available forever. 
Today’s and coming manoeuvre schedules, especially F and Unknowns, require particular concentration and 
skills to be judged properly. Considering the enormous efforts for models, training, qualifications and travel 
cost put in by competitors and teams to enable their visits to our events, we owe them appreciation by 
offering adequate numbers of highly skilled judges. Consequently, new judges have to be sourced, educated 
and trained, and as many and as soon as possible. 
 
No worry, I’m not talking of judges to be layed-off, but to be prepared to substitute judges, who want to 
retire and to create more flexibility in the selection of judges. I’ll pick up this issue in a seperate activity as to 
evaluate the potential of possible judges in a first step and then go from there as per paragraph 3-3 
hereunder. 


 
 


3-3 Seminars, Education and Training 
 
3-3-1 „Judges Guide“ vs. „Schedule Execution Guide“ 
Whenever during a seminar, training session or other opportunity I advise pilots, callers, team managers to 
deal with the Judges Guide, the first response is mostly wonder and surprise, because most of them think this 
part of the Sporting Code is for Judges only, not for them, the pilots. When I explain that the pilots better 
know well by which criterias they will be judged, it gets clearer. My idea is to rename the „Judges Guide“ to 
„Schedule Execution Guide“ to take away the psychological barrier pilots may find in the current naming. The 
content of the „Guide“ then can be revised in a way that it openly serves well both tasks, flying and judging.  


 
3-3-2 Activities 
Luckily many individuals dedicated to our sport take the efforts and time to conduct (judging/schedule 
execution) seminars on local and superregional levels. All of them deserve big appreciation from the 
community and I’d like to emphasize that any support of such activities, which can be delivered from the 
Subcommittee should be requested anytime.  
 
Specifically seminars on an international level, like the one our member from Singapore has  organised 
recently should find appropriate international attention, So, if anyone of you is involved in prepartions of such 
an activity, please inform us in due time, so we can advertise and support the initiative at best. 
 
As for myself, most of you are aware that my job requires me to live partly in Germany, partly in Thailand 
since almost three years. With no doubt, a perfect opportunity to care for our activities from either location 
and so I’m planning an „Aerobatic Academy“ seminar in collaboration with our Thai NAC, the „Royal 
Aeronautics Sport Association of Thailand“ and the local F3A community in conjunction with the „King’s Cup“ 
F3A competition in mid of December 2009. (Further details and dates to be advised at soonest) 
 
In addition to this kind of life events, we may consider to take advantage of electronic communication media 
and think about some kind of seminars held as video confernces over the internet, proposals invited. 
 
3-4 Development of Sporting Code 
Beyond the issues in upon Paragraph 2, I’d like you to think about long term strategic targets for our classes 
and how the development of the S/C should look like. For example I’m thinking about the introduction of 
unified F3A schedules for the advanced, which require less skills than the P-schedules and are helpful for 
upcoming pilots to close the gap between their current flying and the challenges to step-up to P-Schedules. 
Some years ago I had introduced this system in Germany, which features the basic manoeuvres of referring P-
schedules, but with particular „spices“ dropped. This giving the same manoeuvre structure and sequence as a 
P to train the composition of the schedule, but the manoeuvres designed simpler. As an additional help such 
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schedules are effective one year ahead of respective P-schedule. This strategy has been adopted very well 
and proved to make way for a number of average pilots to manage the climb up to P-schedules. As an 
example the current „B10-Schedule“, in Germany effective for 2009/10 and referring to P-11 is here attached 
for you reference and I ask, why not make the system available superregionally? 
 
3-5 Fund Raising and Cost Cut 
None of us must think that the global economical crisis and the involving difficulties in longer distance travels 
etc. may not affect our sport. More than ever before, only the highest event quality will convince teams to 
raise and spend the funds required to compete in international events, while sponsorships are becoming 
tighter. Not less difficult is the fact that we may expect considerable cost increases, specifically in Europe and 
North America. Most Asian countries (except may be Japan) have much lower living cost compared to Western 
countries and personal is easily available. A substantial advantage in conducting larger competitions, which we 
should consider by adressing respective NACs. 
 
The best way to budget our events in the coming years is to increase the prestige of our sport in order to 
attract a maximum number of competitors and appropriate sponsoring support.  
 
Again the formula is: Utmost quality of events. 
 
Last but not least, I wonder why we shouldn’t bring events to areas where aeromodelling has started to be 
attractive, but precision aerobatics is still low of intersted: The Emirates. 
Anyone of you, who has knowledge about what is going on there, please let me know for further evaluations. 


 
Now, you’re left with this amount of topics and you may think and talk about it with your fellows, but please 
don’t forget or hesitate with your feedback to the Subcommittee. 
 
 
Best Regards 
 
Michael Ramel 
Chairman Subcommittee Radio Control Aerobatics 
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Chairman Circular September 2009/1 
 
 
 
Dear Subcommitte Members and Judges, 
 
the World Championship 2009 is over and while having this exiting event still in mind, I’d like to cover the issues the 
Subcommittee had been working on during this time and here is the first part of it. 
 
 
 
Strategy for aerobatic schedules: Advanced, Preliminary, Final, Unknown  
 
In order to set up clear strategies for respective schedules we came to the following characteristics and criterias: 
 
Advanced Schedules (A-Schedules) 
 
Charcteristics:  
- Schedules for advanced aerobatic pilots, which trains them to step up to P-Schedules. 
- Determined and recommended for local contests only, not for FAI contests or championships. 
 
Criterias: 
- Same architecture (basic manoevres and sequence) as in corresponding P-Schedules, but with less built-in 


difficulties. 
- Validity terms of two years, becoming effective one year ahead of corresponding P-Schedules. 
 
Prelimenary Schedules (P-Schedules) 
 
Characteristics: 
- Basic schedules for every F3A-pilot all over the world. 
- Determined for local, national, and international contests and as prelimenary schedules for FAI contests and 


competitions. 
 
Criterias: 
- Manoeuvres technically not too difficult, emphasis on geometrical accuracy and positioning. 
- Manoeuvre no. 1 with basic elements to show preferred manoeuvre size and smoothness, K<=4. 
- Complex manoeuvres (K=5) earliest as manoeuvre no. 3. 
- Manoevres to contain all basic elements, and rolls in changing directions, integrated rolls and knife-edges only 


starting from low to high. 
- Cross-box manoeuvres have to be combined with corresponding manoeuvres for eventual compensation of distance 


variations, mainly in cross wind situations. 
- Just one snap-roll (in horizontal or up direction) per schedule and only in center manoeuvres. 
- Maximum 3 manoeuvres K=5 (total K=60).  
- Harmonic architecture of manoeuvre sequences with respect to best possible judgeability. 
 


FAI/CIAM Positions: 
 
- Chairman Subcommittee 
   F3 Radio Control Aerobatics 
- Alternate Delegate to Germany 
 
E-Mail Office: info@incon-gmbh.de 
E-Mail Mobile: gf@incon-mob.com 
 
Phone Mobile: +49-179-1422143 


Michael F. A. Ramel 
 
 
Lilienstr. 44 
 
D-81669 München (Munich) 
 
Germany 
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Final Schedules (F-Schedules) 
 
Characteristics: 
- considerably more difficult than P-Schedules. 
- Detremined for local, national, international, and FAI contests and competitions as fly-off, semifinal and final 


schedules. 
 
Criterias: 
- To contain technically difficult manoeuvres in addition to emphasis on geometrical accuracy and positioning. 
- Manoeuvre no. 1 with basic elements to show preferred manoeuvre size and smoothness, K<=4. 
- Complex manoeuvres (K=5) earliest as manoeuvre no. 3. 
- Manoeuvres to contain rolling circles, rolling loops, integrated rolls and knife edges also starting from high to low. 
- Cross-box manoeuvres have to be combined with corresponding manoeuvres for eventual compensation of distance 


variations, mainly in cross wind situations. 
- Several and also multiple snap-rolls per schedule. 
- Total K=70.  
- Harmonic architecture of manoeuvre sequences with respect to best possible judgeability. 
 
Unknown Schedules (U-Schedules) 
 
Characteristics: 
- schedules composed and made known shortly before performed by competitors. 
- Determined for local, national, nternational and FAI contests and competitions as fly-off and final schedules. Every 


unknown schedule must me flown only once. 
 
Criterias: 
- Current catalogue of unknown manoeuvres has to be revised with simple manoeuvres deleted and new manoeuvres 


added. 
- Difficulty of U-Schedules is generally considered as to be increased. 
- Composition of schedules may be compiled automatically by random selection in a computer programm using the 


manoeuvre catalogue as a database and the additional selection criterias applicable. Study on feasability has been 
launched in the meantime. 


 
 
Judges Guide vs. Manoeuvre Execution Guide 
 
I’ll work out a proposal to give the Guide a new name with modified wording as to hopefully make it better acceptable 
for pilots too. Actually, I’d like to see the particular issues for Manoeuvre Execution (formerly Judges’) 
Trainings/Briefings to be planted into the Guide completely.  
 
Particularily the criterias „PSPS“ should be visible there, but in the thoroughly discussed share of Precision 50%, 
Smoothness and Gracefullness 25%, Positioning 12,5%, and Size 12,5%. 
 
 
 
Last, but not least, expressing thanks for their valuable contributions in alphabetical order to Bob Aillles, Sigi Beck, Noel 
Barrett, Jean-Yves Castermans, Harry Ells, Ola Fremming, Franz Hauer, Antonio Josè Lejarza, André Lozach, Don 
Ramsey, Anders Rasmussen, Bob Romijn, Christo Rust, Bernhard Schaden, Bengt-Eric Söderström, Tom Eric Soerensen, 
Jutta Uhlig, Peter Uhlig, and Christian Weiss. 
 
 
 
Best Regards 
Michael Ramel 
Chairman Subcommittee Radio Control Aerobatics 
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Chairman Circular September 2009/2 
 
 
 
Dear Subcommitte Members and Judges, 
 
here comes another result of the Subcommitte Meetings at Pombal, corrections/clarifications of manoeuvre descriptions 
for schedules P-11 and F-11. 
 
I have contacted our Technical Secretary to implement the amended wording and I hope she will do it for the next 
Sporting Code edition. 
 
Please note that this content is just informative and has no official character unless published in the Sporting Code. 
 
 
Volume F3A, Manoeuvre Descriptions 
 
P-11.01 line 4   ...perform a 1/4 roll up,... 


   Reason: Unnecessary to conform with the rest of the wording. 
 


P-11.01                Judging notes:  
             Rolles and Stall Turns can be made in either direction. 


Reason: Clarification. 
 


P-11.07 line 1 From upright complete perform an inside loop. Perform with a fully-
integrated... 


 Reason: It is not logic to start a monoeuvre with the term 
„complete“, smooth wording. 


 
P-11.08 line 3 ...of a 4-pt. roll in either direction, and pull... 
 Reason: Unnecessary, and eventually misleading in reference to 


other manoeuvres in which rolls can be made in either directions 
also, but where these words don’t appear in the descriptions. 


 
P-11.10  Judging notes: 
 The half roll must follow immediately after the half inside loop 
 Reason: in such cases there are always these judging notes. 
 
P-11.13 line 1 From upright pull to complete through a half... 
 Reason: It is not logic to start a monoeuvre with the term 


„complete“, smooth wording. 
 
P-11.13 J. Notes The lenght of the upper and lower horizontal line (including the part 


rolls) is equal... 
 Reason: Precision of the judging notes. 


FAI/CIAM Positions: 
 
- Chairman Subcommittee 
   F3 Radio Control Aerobatics 
- Alternate Delegate to Germany 
 
E-Mail Office: info@incon-gmbh.de 
E-Mail Mobile: gf@incon-mob.com 
 
Phone Mobile: +49-179-1422143 


Michael F. A. Ramel 
 
 
Lilienstr. 44 
 
D-81669 München (Munich) 
 
Germany 
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P-11.16 line 1 From upright, push to perform through an complete outside loop... 
 Reason: unified and smooth wording. 
 
P-11.17 line 1 Perform 2 ¼ consecutive inverted (negative) spins, followed 


immediately by 2 ¼  consecutive inverted (negative) spins in the 
opposite directions an inverted spin of 2 ¼ consecutive turns, 
immediately followed by 2 ¼ consecutive turns in opposite direction. 


 Reason: A spin includes the spin entry (from forward flight to a 
stalled condition). Consequently a spin cannot be followed by 
another spin, since the aircraft is already in stalled condition from 
the first spin on. The manoeuvre is meant as one spin (with one 
entry), but with 2 ¼ turns and another 2 ¼ turns in the opposite 
direction. Correct and smooth wording. 


 
P-11.17 J. Notes Spin Turn reversal... 
 Reasons: Logic of the above. 
 
F-11.02 line 1 From inverted push to complete through a half... 
 Reason: It is not logic to start a monoeuvre with the term 


„complete“, smooth wording. 
 
F-11.05 J. Notes ...downgraded, if the circle is too large and too far out far side of 


the circle exceeds appx. 350m away from the zero line... 
 Reasons: Reference to Annex 5B.7.8 „Rolling Circles“ (Judges’ 


Guide“. 
 
F-11.07 J. Notes The reversal of roll direction is not necessarily in the center of the 


manoeuvre. 
Reasons: Precision 


 
F-11.09 line 2          F-11.09 line 1   ...push to complete through an outside loop... 


 Reason: It is not logic to start a monoeuvre with the term 
„complete“, smooth wording. 


 
F-11.13 J. Notes The reversal of roll direction is not necessarily in the center of the 


manoeuvre. 
Reasons: Precision 


 
F-11.15 J. Notes Snap rolls may be in either direction 
 Reason: Unnecessary, and eventually misleading in reference to 


other manoeuvres in which rolls can be made in either directions 
also, but where these words don’t appear in the descriptions. 


 
F-11.16 J.Notes Judging notes: 
 2/4-pt. roll must follow immediately after the half outside loop. 
 Reason: in such cases there are always these judging notes. 
 
F-11.17 J Notes The two upper part-loops join in the center of the manoeuvre 
 Reason: Clarification 
 
 
Thank you for your attention, for any questions, please contact me anytime. 
 
Best Regards 
Michael Ramel 
Chairman Subcommitte Radio Control Aerobatics 
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CIAM FAI 


Report of the RC Soaring Subcommittee 


Activities from April to November 2009 


The RC Soaring Subcommittee has fifteen members. All matters were discussed by e-mail.  


F3B 


The F3B WCh 2009 in Ivančice was a very successful event. The organisers from RC Model Club Brno were 


not experienced in organising F3B competitions. At the first trial competition in June they discovered that 


they haven’t enough skill for running a top level F3B competition. Fortunately they found at the last moment 


experienced helpers from other model clubs in Czech Republic and as a result Roman Vojtech as sport contest 


director and Jaroslav Hlavko as flight line director run a smooth contest.  


During the flying of distance task it was discovered that the duties of the contest director on one side and the 


competitor on the other side aren’t well balanced. The corresponding proposal was worked out by discussion. 


The number of F3B World Cup competitions was higher compared with previous years. This can be 


considered a success. We will see whether this is a long lasting effect. 


F3J  


Also the European Championships F3J at Wloclavek (Poland) was successful. The Polish organisers invited 


Serdar Sualp from Turkey for sport contest director and Marin Kordic from Croatia for one of the flight line 


directors. These two men together with the experienced local organisers prepared an excellent competition.  


Concerning the rules the problem of very close results isn’t still solved. During the year it happened to find a 


candidate for F3J World Cup Coordinator. Paolo Panfilo from Italy is ready to take the duty. 


F3K  


The change from provisional to official status of this class raised the interest of competitors. It also has 


impact on the number and quality of competitions. The F3K World Championships are expected with great 


curiosity.  


 


F6D 


The F6D class competition was run as a part of World Air Games at Torino. The competition was 


successful but the rules need some improvement. The present fly-off format with unpredictable time 


demand is difficult to integrate into the WAG program. The experience gained at Torino could help to 


amend the rules. 


5
th
 November 2009 


 Tomas Bartovsky  


 RC Soaring Subcommittee Chairman 
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               F3C SUBCOMMITTEE 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
Horace G. Hagen 
15 Parkway Place 
Red Bank, New Jersey 07701 
USA         9. November, 2009 
 
1.732.741.3097 (Home) 
1.732.261.5623 (Mobile) 
email = hghagen@verizon.net 


 
 2009 Report 


 
The F3C R/C Helicopter Subcommittee (S/C) has 18 members.  We had four replacements on 
the S/C: Stephen Roberts replaced John Beynon (GBR), George Atkinson replaced Mick 
Warren (AUS), Peter Oberli replaced Juerg Schmitter (SUI) and Vesa-Pekka Murtovaara 
replaced Juha-Pekka Nurro (FIN). The following documents were circulated via email: 
 


1) F3C Technical Meeting report 
2) Draft 1  2010-2013 VOLUME F3 Helicopters 
3) Draft 2  2010-2013 VOLUME F3 Helicopters 
4) World Championship FAI Jury report 
5) WC F3C Subcommittee meeting report 
6) Draft 3  2010-2013 VOLUME F3 Helicopters 
7) S/C proposal to ban separate motors for tail rotor 
8) S/C proposal to raise F3N to world championship status 
9) Draft 4  2010-2013 VOLUME F3 Helicopters 
10) 18 Miscellaneous emails 


 
Discussions within the F3C S/C during the past season focused on refining the new manoeuvre 
schedules for the 2010 - 2013 VOLUME F3 Helicopters.  Prior to the WC in USA we heard that 
one of the competitors was going to use a separate motor for the tail rotor.  Fortunately for the 
FAI Jury this did not materialize.  Although there is no rule against it we decided during the WC 
S/C meeting that such a system would give an unfair advantage and proposed to ban it until 
further study.  A cursory analysis of the results for the 2009 World Championship was 
performed and no significant national bias was observed. 
 
 
Horace G. Hagen 
 
Chairman 
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Report of the RC Pylon Subcommittee 2009. 
 


The RC pylon subcommittee consisted in 2009 of 13 members. After some preparation by e-


mail a very well attended subcommittee meeting was held during the World Championship in 


Ballenstedt Germany. The minutes of this meeting is  appended to this report. (Annex 1) 


A similar meeting is planned for the next WC in Bundaberg, Australia.  


 


The World Championship 2009 was held  in Germany in the city of Ballenstedt and was a 


very successful event from many viewpoints. The organisation was excellent, the number and 


quality of the competitors were better than ever; all safety standards from the sporting code 


were met and in some important aspects exceeded. Only the weather conditions were not the 


best, although the championship could be flown completely, despite some short interruptions 


due to rain. For further details is referred  to the FAI jury report. 


The more technical observations from the sub committee points of view are appended to this 


report (Annex 2)  These will be used to improve the rule book and the guides for organizers. 


 


Contacts were made with the organizing team of the 2011 WC and a very good cooperation 


with the pylon subcommittee is expected from these contacts. Organizational experiences 


were shared. 


 


New rules on noise reduction will be effective from 1-1-2010. Since this is more or less a new 


field for many competitors, the Sub Committee organized a very well attended workshop 


during the World Championship in a hotel conference room ( Thanks to Gerd for organizing 


this nice place!) on this subject. The SC has good hopes that all competitors are sufficiently 


informed to implement the new rules without major problems. 


A document has been produced to give further explanation. This document is appended to this 


report ( Annex 3) and will be published on the CIAM/Pylon web site pages.  


The procedure for homologation of muffling systems as it will be  carried out by the Pylon 


Sub Committee is described here too. Information on homologated systems will also be 


published on this site. For a number of countries test stations manned by noise experts will be 


appointed to bring the testing and homologation procedure closer to manufacturers and 


competitors. 


 


A successful Euro cup competition was held in 2009. It had 3 events: in Italy, Czech republic 


and France and a total of 88 competitors. The results can be found on the web site pages. 


The organization of a world cup competition will be prepared in 2010. 


 


November 14
th
 2009-11-13 


 


Rob Metkemeijer 


chairman RC pylon Sub Committee. 
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Minutes of a meeting of the CIAM pylon subcommittee. 
 


Thursday 23d  July 2009, time  21.00 – 23.30 hours. 


Airport Ballenstedt, Registration building. 


 


Attendants: 


 


Rob Metkemeijer (chair) Netherlands  present 


Jim Allen  USA   present 


David Axon   Australia  present 


Trevor Henderson  New Zealand  represented by David Axon 


Hans Joachim Schaller  Germany  present 


Ed.Smith   Canada   represented by Richard Moldenhauer 


Zdenek  Malina   Czech Republik  present with interpreter Klein 


Emidio.Tosi  Italy   present, part of time represented by Antonio Tosi 


Russel van de.Westhuizen South Africa  present 


Francisco Lopez Manas  Spain   not present  


Johan Bjerkander  Sweden   present 


Geb Jones   United Kingdom  present 


Laurence Perret  France   represented by Bernard Brun 


 


Agenda: 


 


1. Opening 


2. Scope of the subcommittee work, mission. 


3. Procedures for rule changes inside and outside the subcommittee. 


4. Speed control rule, implementation in the near and further future 


5. Evaluation of current safety rules. 


6. Implementation of 2010 noise rules, homologation and measurement. 


7. World cup? 


8. Q500 provisional FAI class 


9. Future development to make international pylon racing stronger. Relationship to Q40 


10. Other matters. 


 


 


1. Opening. 


Rob welcomes all attendants and hopes that at least once every two years at the WC there will be a similar 


meeting. The usual place to communicate for CIAM technical subcommittees is the day before the plenary 


CIAM meeting in Lausanne every year of a WC in their class, but for pylon the number of SC members present 


is usually very low, so we have to use the opportunity to combine a bi-annual meeting with a WC. 


 


2. Scope of work, mission. 


The main tasks of the subcommittee are  


• Propose and prepare new rules and guidelines in our sporting code, modify existing rules that are not 


satisfactory.  


• Being the eyes and ears of CIAM, our world wide organization, with respect to developments in pylon 


racing. 


• Report on safety and noise matters.  


 


3. The rule making process. 


Recapitulation of the formal process: 


The subcommittee, but also every NAC, can put in proposals for new rules or rule changes. In the yearly annual 


plenary meeting of CIAM, usually in the end of march in Lausanne, these are voted for . Each country present 


has one vote. A new rule or a rule change is decided by simple majority. 


The subcommittee gives an advice to the plenary meeting, based on voting prior to the plenary meeting.  To get 


to such an advice the subcommittee will have a SC meeting the day prior to the plenary meeting . The chairman 







will organize that SC members that are unable to attend this meeting ( or in the case no meeting is held) give 


their opinion, preferably by e-mail. 


 


Proposals can only be put in every other year ultimately 15 November of the year preceding a  WC. The agenda 


with all the proposals is usually published in the month January or February preceding the plenary CIAM 


meeting in March. In the case of F3D this is 15 November of every even year, the next opportunity being 


November 2010.  Implementation of new or modified rules will be in the next year ( the non WC year) 


For urgent proposals for rule changes for necessary rule clarifications, safety and noise this two years cycle may 


not be applied.  


 


It is the chairman’s opinion that the subcommittee has to take initiative for the necessary developments in rules. 


In cases were the subcommittee cannot come to a common proposal, everyone ( including subcommittee 


members) can put in own proposals and send it to CIAM through their NAC in the appropriate time. The SC will 


give advice for the plenary, the decision is taken by voting in the plenary meeting.. 


 


4.Speed control rule, implementation in the near and further future. 


 


In the observation report of the WC 2009 in Ballenstedt an overview is given of the development of the average 


course speed ( beat 5 competitors of a WC) over the last 9 championships. The calculated value for the WC2009 


is 241.9 km/h ( average time of best 5 was 59.5 seconds). The rule states 234 km/h ( average time of the first five 


to be 61.5 seconds or more) so measures have to be taken. 


 


Inside the subcommittee there is no full agreement (UK) on the speed limiting rule The question is whether it can 


be changed after the heavy period pylon had in CIAM in 2005-2006. To continue F3D inside CIAM Bob Brown 


had to promise “a quiet slow down” which was eventually translated into the current rule. 


Tosi states however that  Italy, where the critical situation started, has “calmed down”, maybe due to the new 


safety rules that were introduced in 2007. 


Schaller ( GER) suggests to take more competitions, like Euro or World cups into account to have a more 


representative value for normal competitions. 


Axxon (AUS) suggests not to take the first 5, but e.g. the first 10. In he case of the WC 2009 this would give an 


average course speed of 237.3 km/h. 


 


There is a general opinion ( Allen, Moldenhauer a.o.) that for the moment the type of measures should be such 


that  current models and motors can be used for at least some more years. So it is generally agreed that the speed 


limitation will be done by reduction of air intake size for the first 6 – 10 years.  Metkemeijer ( NED) states that a 


positive side effect of the power reduction will be less engine ( piston) failure, engines will on the average 


become more reliable and hopefully more engine factories will be able to come back into competition. 


At the moment we have an intake limit of 114 mm2  (venturi diameter 12mm)  ; a  reduction to 8 ( 50 mm2) or 9 


mm (64mm2)  eventually will not be problematic for engine behaviour. RPM’s will come down a bit, propeller 


development will go to slightly bigger props. The intake size reduction can take place gradually, if necessary 


after each WC. 


Note: The average course speed as defined in the rules at the 2009 WC was 241.93 km/h, see the observations 


report. A  proposal for a 87 mm2 (10.5 mm diameter) venturi will be made separately by the chairman, based on 


a necessary appr. 10% power reduction 


 


Good possibilities for a further future may be a new definition of the exhaust system ( still fitting current models) 


and/or propellers. Both will affect noise emission at the same time. 


Hans Schaller will try to give a formulation for the future exhaust system and Rob Metkemeijer will try to give 


propeller definitions for further speed and noise control. 


 


Changes of the airframe like  thicker wings or more fuselage cross sectional  area in  relation to speed control 


have little support at the moment. 


 


5. Evaluation of current safety rules. 


In 2007 a number of safety rules, proposed by the sub committee and prepared by a small commission led by Jim 


Allen,  were made effective in the rules. They were the following: 


 


1. No gear boxes ( speed control) 


2. size of air intake ( speed control) 


3. fail safe 







4. wing span 


5. rigid pylons of 70mm diameter 


6. max 7 people on the course during practice 


7. safety inspections of models 


8. helmets during practice 


9. 3 models per race  


10. low flying 
11. safety circle. 
12. safety during landing procedure. 


 


The impact of any safety rules can be enormous . Besides effects on the real safety for the competitors, they may 


be related to insurance issues. If someone is hurt or worse, insurance companies may try to find reasons not to 


pay. If we do not act according our own safety rules this can be such a reason.  


The reason to discuss them now and in the future is that the safety rules should all be workable, so they can and 


will be maintained. If there is any doubt about these safety rules ( e.g. they are impossible to effectuate or written 


wrongly)  they should be made right or better be not in the rulebook for the reason give above. 


 


The following remarks were made on the 2007 safety rules ( numbers refer to list above): 


1. OK for everyone. 


2. OK for everyone for the next couple of years. 


3. OK for everyone. 


4. OK for everyone. 


5. OK for the moment. There is a proposal from NED to change to soft pylons, weak enough to keep a 


model flying without disturbance, but proof will have to be provided that this will prevent crashes. 


6. OK for everyone. 


7. OK for everyone. 


8. OK for everyone. 


9. OK for everyone. 


10. The low flying rules 5.2.17 (o) and (q) need revision because it’s written inconsistently and the 
therefore the interpretation is unclear. In the first team managers meeting at this WC it was agreed (on a 


proposal of the contest director and the FAI jury)  that “ persistent flying below the pylons” was to be 


interpreted as follows: 3 consecutive passings of the centre line of the model below pylon height judged 


by the timekeepers and pylon #1 judges. Only in the case that both agree an infringement will be given. 


The general opinion is that the rule does not have the safety effect it supposes to give and penalises 


potentially the best pilots. High flying is considered far more dangerous, since an uncontrolled high 


flying model may reach the pits or spectators. A low flying model even after hitting a pylon will not 


travel far, a high flying model losing control will.  A proposal to make a rule clarification according to 


the way low flying was judged at this championship will be prepared. A way to limit to high flying was 


discussed but it’s implementation is very difficult. It may be added to the task of the side line judge as 


an element of dangerous flying. Needs further study however. 


11. The pilot’s safety circle is almost generally in use now. Although there is still discussion about it, the 


principle of an area where pilots, callers and starters stay in is generally agreed. There is a proposal 


from NED to change the shape of the pilot’s area so that the callers will be inside the area during 


release of their models and giving an improved shape to make it possible for pilots to take more 


positions at a fixed distance to pylon#2. It is agreed that all SC members will try to do statistics on 


places where ground impact occurs between now and October 2010.  This should give more 


argumentation for a more convenient shape and position of the pilot’s area without scarifying safety. 


The ground impact statistics as reported by the starters at the WC will be attached to the 2009 


subcommittee report. 


12. OK for everyone. It is common practice now that in the pilots briefing prior to a competition the landing 


area is defined by the starter(s) or contest director. 


 


6. Implementation of 2010 noise rules, homologation and measurement. 


A well attended workshop was given on july 24
th
 by the SC chairman to clarify the approach and the rule to 


competitors and others. The sheets are appended to the e-mail with these minutes. 


Evidence of working on noise reduction (as well as on safety matters) is necessary to keep our position in CIAM. 


The situation is stable now. However, a number of SC members feel quite unhappy with a rule they think is not 


really necessary. 


The net effect of the obligatory secondary silencers will be quite limited (in the order of 5 dB(A)). Further noise 


reduction ( if ever necessary) will only be possible when propeller noise will be reduced by smaller propeller 







load (more diameter) and lower tip speed ( lower rpm). Only then better exhaust silencers can become effective. 


Speed and noise control will therefore follow the same path more or less. 


Two pipe suppliers ( de Chastel and van den Bosch) will have pipes with secondary silencer tested and these will 


be commercially available soon. Also retrofitted silencers on the current pipes may be made available. 


A document to describe the homologation process and the method of technical processing on competitions is in 


preparation as a working document for the SC. 


 


The following agenda items: 


7. World cup. Not deeply discussed. 


8. Q500 as a provisional FAI class . There was a warning from Jim Allen about making an international set of 


rules in Q500 which may be not accepted because they may create  just another different type of Q500, not 


commonly accepted. This aspect  will be taken care of. However, given the developments of Q500 all over the 


world this is the time to try to make it as international as possible. In the meantime the German Aeroclub has 


made a proposal for the new provisional Q500 class, based on the F3D rules, only changing the definition  of 


airframe/engine/propeller. It is likely to announce the new provisional Q500 class this year and fully agree on the 


rules next year, so they can be sent to CIAM before November 15
th
 2010. 


9. Further developments to make F3D stronger, relationship to Q40. Not deeply discussed. 


 


The last 3 items were hardly discussed because of the limited time and since no real preparation work was done. 


The Subcommittee members are invited to do work on these issues in the next period. 


 


RC pylon subcommittee 


 


 


 







Annex 2 to report SC pylon 2009 


  
Observations during the F3D WC 2009 in Ballenstedt, Germany.  
 


1. No transmitter impound. 


It was agreed between the contest director, the FAI jury and all  team managers that there would be no 


transmitter impound. The argumentation was that the great majority of the competitors used 2.4 GHz systems no 


two competitors on the “normal” frequency bands had the same frequency.  Therefore it was possible without 


scarifying safety aspects  to have no transmitter impound as a local rule. Maybe this or a similar procedure 


could be proposed for other classes too.  


 


2. Failure of electronic timing system. 


The competition, which ran very fluently from an organisational viewpoint because of very good logistics and 


good discipline of all competitors, was (too) regularly disturbed by failures of the electronic start- and timing 


system, which resulted in a high number of reflights. This situation lead to almost unacceptable delays. 


The system was installed too late also, so it could not be used during a part of the day for official training. The 


system used was basically the well proven system of the Melnik club (CZ), successfully used at the WC of 2003 


and in every Euro cup competition in Melnik and also at a competition earlier this year in Germany. But for 


some unclear reason ( was it only a bad mechanical switch?) it was regrettably the weakest part of the 


competition. 


 


3. Information of results and standings. 


The electronic system was supposed ( and promised) to show the results and current standings continuously and 


almost real time. This was not the case. Probably because the man (Michael) operating it, was too busy to keep 


the competition going ( which  has highest priority without ant doubt). Only the last days some display was 


present, although it hardly functioned. Due to this situation it was almost impossible for team managers to do 


any kind of strategy since there was hardly information available. 


My conclusion is that in Annex 5V of the F3D rules giving guidance to organizers a paragraph in the 


minimum requirements for the communication of contest results will have to be added explicitely. 


 


4. Interruptions of the competition due to  rain and/ or wind 


The weather was very unstable during the competition, with sometimes windy conditions and rain showers. In a 


few cases of heavy rain fall the competition was stopped for a short time by the starters / contest director, in 


other cases flying continued in (light) rain. Wind was never a reason to delay the competition. 


In general ( while I was watching the competition from the position of the pylon #1 judges) the decisions to stop 


or continue were taken in reasonable and fair manner, although some competitors definitely had some 


disadvantage. A protest was put in on this, but it was rejected. 


Creating a perfect world, where flying conditions  for every  competitor will be exactly the same all the time, is 


not possible of course. It is a part of all outdoor sports that weather conditions will influence performance. In our 


case this is partly solved by flying many races in a championship, so statistics will help to give everyone about 


the same average conditions. 


However we may be able to add guidelines for contest directors to enable them to make efficient decisions 


when  the racing should be stopped.  


 


5. Interpretation of the low flying rule. 


In the first team managers meeting it was agreed (on a proposal of the contest director and the FAI jury)  that “ 


persistent flying below the pylons” was to be interpreted as follows: 


• 3 consecutive passings of the centre line of the model below pylon height 


• judged by the timekeepers and pylon #1 judges. Only in the case that both agree an infringement will be 


given. 


No infringements were given using this criterion. 


Rules 5.2.17 (o) and (q) need revision. In the F3D sub committee meeting during the championship the general 


opinion was that the rule does not have the safety effect it supposes to give. High flying is considered far more 


dangerous, but  for the moment there is, apart from the general rule about capability of pilot ( 5.2.12.h, to be 


judged by the contest director) no effective way to do something against it. This needs further study. 


 


6. Use of pilot’s circle 


The pilot’s circle as a safety measure was used for the first time on a WC. According to the starter’s report there 


only very few problems in maintaining the rule, the starters were instructed  to “help” the pilots not to step out of 







the circle, which was only a few times necessary and the pilots acted accordingly. There turned out to be no 


problems, and there was almost no interference between pilots in taking the position closest to  pylon 2 position 


on the circle. No infringements were given. 


A theoretical point was brought up by Australia (during the first TM meeting), that right after take off the callers 


are positioned outside the circle. It will be cleared in the rules that callers are supposed to walk into the circle 


straight away after releasing their models. 


In the SC meeting it was agreed to collect more data ( also from similar pylon race classes like Q40 and 


Q500) to revise the shape to a more optimal one from the viewpoints of safety and practicability.  


Data from the 2009 world Championship are in the figure below. 


 


 


6. Pylon 1 judging. 


During the competition a number of people ( including myself) have been sitting behind the pylon #1 judges. 


They were kept at sufficient distance ( > 15 meter)  not to interfere with the judges work.   The usual reason to 


go there is to give feedback to the pilots and callers after the race about the distance flown.  


My personal reason to be there (appr. 30% of all races) was to judge how the pylon #1 signalling  worked out for 


the competition. 


The following comments can be made: 


• the general opinion was that the judges did a very good job, they were quick in their reaction, well 


concentrated over the competition days and there was no sign of bias.  


• Their approach to the signalling was to give the best information to the pilots ( push the button exactly 


at the moment the model passed the pylon) at the price of some anticipation. The same thing when 


catching a ball, you extrapolate it’s path and you know with great accuracy when and where it lands in 


your hand. 


• This approach led to quite a number of cuts not given, because the signalling system does not allow to 


give a cut once the signal for passing the pylon has been given. (when you have a light, you cannot have 


a cut). The number of cuts gave regular dissatisfaction by the “watchers” about cuts not being given. 


Most probably this had no great effect on the final results, because it looks like it spread unbiased and 


equally over the competitors. My conclusion is that to prevent this type of errors ( which may one day 


have great effect on the results)  the way the pylon #1 judges act and the way some electronic systems 


work should be changed. 


 


In my opinion there is a basic mistake in the system by the fact that the pylon #1 judges (think they have to) 


“help” the pilots  distance flown by the optimal timing of the turn signal. Rule 5.2.18 states however: At the 


instant the model aircraft draws level with the No. 1 pylon the pylon judge will switch his signal on. When the 


model aircraft draws level with the No.1 pylon on the way back the signal is switched off. 


Trying good timing of the signal with a model that flies at our speeds and a human reaction time of 0.2 seconds, 


means that the signal cannot be earlier than the moment it has passed the pylon 15 - 20 meters. This is well 


beyond the accuracy at which pilots at a WC turn around #1, so if the pylon judges act with normal reaction 


time, the information is of no use to the competitor, only an anticipating judge can give info at the instant. But 


such a judge will be “fooled” now and then, as it happened at this WC. 


As a principle a judge cannot be at the same time a kind of assistant to the competitor by giving him the best 


possible information and give on the other hand the competitor penalties. 


This differs from the pylon #2 and #3 judges, who only judge cuts, which is a well defined situation. 


 


My first proposal is to separate the timing of the signal ( to inform the pilot when he passes the pylon, but 


which is  to making errors) from the judging of the cuts. Cuts will be given by the pylon judge as his first job, 


independent from the turn light, so his primary job is identical to the  #2 and #3 judges. The turn light can be 


operated by a third person (a helper of the team), by the pylon judge as a service to the competitor or not at all. 


In the latter case the judging of cuts will be identical for all three pylons. Discussions about pilots getting cuts 


after they got a light for passing the pylons will be history. 


The cut lights can easily be connected to a electronic timing system, the turn lights  do not have to be connected 


to the system other than for a logging/backup information reason. 


 


A second way to solve the problem is to go back to the rules and adapt all electronic timing/cut systems to 


this.Rules 5.2.18 c states : When a pylon cut has been made the signal will flash on and off 5 times or another 


signal will be activated to inform the competitor about the pylon cut. This implies that the electronic system 


should be able to do such. In Ballenstedt the pilots either got a light for passing the pylon or a cut signal. The 


flash option in rule 5.2.18 implies a combined function of the turn lights, where the pylon judge can correct his 


(anticipation) error by flashing the turn light. It is clear that it is quite complex to make software in the electronic 







timing system that is able to interpret this flashing. A way to do it is to activate  flashing from the ( separate) cut 


button. 


 


 


7. Average speed. 


The average course speed of the top 5 competitors, as defined in the rulebook, was  241.9 km/h in Ballenstedt   


The development of this speed over the last years was: 


Austria 1993     194.8 km/h 


USA 1995     202.4 km/h 


Czech Rep. 1997    205.9 km/h 


Sweden 1999    226.3 km/h 


Australia 2001   227.5 km/h 


Czech Republic 2003  230.7 km/h 


France 2005   236.4 km/h 


USA 2007   234.3 km/h 


Germany 2009    241.9 km/h 


 


According to the rules a  proposal for speed limiting measures will have to be made to bring back the 


average course speed to 234 km/h 


 


8. Report om model processing 


Processing team: 


Hans Visser,  


Bert Metkemeijer 


Rob Metkemeijer ( technical director) 


Carolien Metkemeijer (administration) 


 


On the processing day 153 models were processed. 


During the competition random checks were carried out on 20 models from 19 different countries. One model 


was processed completely after it had broken the world record. After the last round of the competition the top 


three ( plus two reserves) were taken in quarantine and completely processed after the competition had finished. 


  


In Bulletin 3 the processing was announced as follows: 


Model Processing 


Model processing will take place on Wednesday 22nd July at the world 


championship site, in parallel with official practice. A designated area in the 


hangar will be separated in order to execute the technical measurements. 


A time table will be established and distributed at the first team managers 


meeting on 21st July with equal slots for each race team, race teams of the same 


country will be processed together. Attending national teams will be divided into 


two groups: one group for the morning hours, the other one for the afternoon 


hours. If a team has processing in the morning, official practice will be in the 


afternoon and vice versa. 


Procedure will be as follows: 


A maximum of 3 models per pilot will be processed; each model must be 


accompanied by its specification certificate, signed and stamped by the owners 


National Airsport Control. This certificate will be kept by the organizer for the 


duration of the competition. 


Check of wing and tail surface areas: We ask all competitors to bring 


documentation on the surface area calculation. Model manufacturer’s 


documentation and calculations will be accepted.  


We will further check weight of model, wing root thickness, wingspan, fuselage height & width, wheel diameter, 


spinner nose radius, dimensions of exhaust system. 


Check of fuselage cross-section: We ask all competitors to bring templates and 


documentation of the cross sectional area calculation. Model manufacturer’s 


documentation and calculations will be accepted. 


Check of venturis (engine’s air intake) cross section: They will be checked with a 


12 mm diameter, 1 mm wide gauge. For non circular venturis the competitor 


must provide proof (template, calculation), that the venturi cross section 


complies with the rules.  







On the processing day engine’s swept volume will be checked only on request of the competitor, but it will be 


measured at the random model checks taking place during the competition.  


All engines and exhaust will be marked with the competitor’s number. Additional 


engines and exhaust systems may be processed during the competition. Motors 


and exhaust systems which have been checked and recorded in this way may not be exchanged with other 


competitors. 


Further checks: 


Check of properly functioning of fuel shut-off 


Checks of model’s safety according to Sporting Code par. 5.2.11.f 


Check of the 3 letter Olympic identification mark. 


Check of the FAI sticker and the model identification code. 


For 2.4 GHz transmitters: proof of max. 100 mW output. 


Distribution of model identification stickers: At the end of the processing the 


stickers are to be fixed by the competitors.  


All teams should have completed the processing by 16:00 h latest. 


 


The following observations were made: 


Many models did not comply with the technical specifications in the rules initially. This caused major delays 


during processing day : 


• Minimum weight . Since there occurred problems with the accuracy of the scale during the checks in 


the first rounds of the competition (due to the absence of a recently certified scale and/or standard 2250 


grams calibration weight as well as a sufficiently stable table for the scale) the scale was calibrated ( to 


calibrated scales of food shops in Ballenstedt) all competitors were given the opportunity to weight their 


models until the  end of round 2 after consultation of the FAI jury. It will be proposed to add a 


calibrated weight of 2250 grams ( or a recently certified scale with 1 gram accuracy)  to the 


processing equipment as well as the identification of accuracy standards for a number of 


measurements and measurement equipment to Annex A.5S, article A.5S.4 


• Spinner nose radius. many models had a too sharp spinner nose ( R< 5mm).( ABR . B.18.3 and B.18.4) 


Because this was the first time that this was processed in a WC F3D ( to my knowledge) the processing 


team provided a simple horizontal turning tool and a set of files, to give everyone the opportunity to 


make his spinner legal on the processing day. The interpretation of the safety rule concerning the 


spinner nose radius needs clarification however, a proposal for clarification will be made by the 


pylon SC.  


• On the basis of the same rule pitot tubes on wings, which are frequently used  to monitor the speed of 


models, were not allowed. This was done after consultation of the FAI jury who interpreted the safety 


rules in ABR this way.  A proposal for clarification will be made. 


• Air intake cross section. Many competitors who failed the simple diameter test ( for circular venturi’s) 


did not initially provide proof to justify the correctness of their air intake size. A number of competitors 


had initially too large air intakes and had to replace them by correct ones.  


• A few fuselages (Dago’s old type) had initially too small width and had to be modified accordingly. 


• One type of wing, used by German and Czech competitors( Frago, manufactured by Hovorka, CZ) was 


not according to rule 5.2.6.3 stating that “the  wing thickness may decrease in a straight taper line from 


root to tip”. Since in this specific case the wing thickness was always more than a straight taper from 22 


mm at the root to 0 mm at the tip as Hovorka’s documentation showed, and because the rule states 


“may”, the FAI jury allowed this wing type. A proposal for a new formulation of this rule  


maintaining the original safety aspect but allowing for more complex wing shapes as currently 


common in F3D, needs to be made. 


• All safety checks were carried out. A considerable number of models had initially no functioning fail 


safe and a small number needed improvements for safety  in the connections between the servo’s and 


the controls.  


• No problems with wing area, fuselage cross sectional area. All manufacturers and/or builders of models 


provided sufficient data. 


 


 


 


 







 Annex 2 to report SC pylon 2009 


 


Implementation of the noise rules per 1-1-2010. 


 
1. Introduction. 


 


From January 1
st
 2010 Annex 5P Noise rules of the F3D pylon racing sporting code will be effective. Since this 


is a new rule in pylon racing the following document is written to give assistance to pilots, manufacturers and 


officials with the implementation of these new rules. 


The text of the new noise rules can be found in the 2009 sporting code as an addendum. 


In 2010 Annex 5P will be included in the body of the F3d rules. 


 


 


2. Principles. 


 


All current pylon racing engines are used in competition with a tuned exhaust pipe. The new rules state that a 


secondary muffler with certain effectiveness has to be added to this pipe. 


The effectiveness of the muffler can be checked by the contest director in three ways (A.5P.2): 


1. By homologation of the exhaust system. ( A.5P.3) for further explanation see paragraph 4.1. (This is the 


route to be used by manufacturers of exhaust systems) 


2. By testing the exhaust system with an electro acoustic actuator. ( A.5P.2.2) for further explanation see 


paragraph 4.2. (This is the route to be used by individual constructors of exhaust systems or modified 


commercial units.) 


3. By measurement on a running engine at a reduced piston speed ( A.5P.2.1) 


For practical reasons the third method is not preferred. The time to process the exhaust systems will be simply 


too long. However, since this method is similar to noise tests in other model flying classes, its explanation in the 


annex 5P is sufficient and no further reference will be made to it in this document. A competitor may insist on a 


measurement using (A.5P.2.1).  


The other two measurement techniques are new in aero modelling so they need explication in this document. 


 


The type of the secondary muffler as requested in the rules can be of any design as long as it fulfils the noise 


reduction requirements of (A.5P.2). To give development of the mufflers a start, paragraph 3 of this document 


describes a type of muffler that does not affect the performance of the current tuned pipes. This is done to make 


the transition from the current pipe to a muffled pipe possible without complications in engine behaviour. 


 


The extra weight that the muffler will add to the model is already taken care of in the sporting code of 2007. 


 


3. Example of muffler design. 


 


In Annex 5.P examples of muffler types are given. At the time those designs were made, only a little experience 


and data were available. This implies that those designs are slightly over dimensioned. In the figure below the 


dimensioning of the muffler is based on the latest testing. 


The muffler as drawn in figure 1 can be used as a working example. 


 


It is based on the principle that the muffler is added to the tuned pipe without having an effect on gas flow and 


tuning effects of the pipe. 


The tail pipe length is reduced to approx. 10 mm to make space for the perforated pipe. Tests show that 


compared to identical pipes with longer tail pipes, there is no change in effectiveness of the pipe, but the average 


pipe pressure drops from less tail pipe flow resistance, which may have some effect on needle settings. 


The perforated pipe should preferably be made of steel. Because of the exhaust gas temperatures aluminium may 


weaken of even melt under certain circumstances, since there is no cooling air around it. 


The outer pipe can be aluminium. A minimum wall thickness of 1 mm is recommended.   


   







Measured with the electro acoustic actuator this type of integrated muffler gives approximately 16 dB reduction 


compared to the pipe without the muffler. 


The baffle in the middle improves the reduction by about 4 dB. The same muffler without the baffle meets the 


rule’s criterion of 12 dB reduction compared to the un-muffled pipe without any real margin for error. 


With the addition of the internal baffle there was no relationship between the improved acoustic effect and the 


engines behaviour and performance, in other words, no deterioration in engine performance. 


 


Be aware that this is just an example design; it will be possible to develop very different resonator types of 


mufflers, but these may affect the gas flow behind the tail pipe and the tuning effect of the pipe in a more 


complex way.  


 
4. Testing and processing of exhaust systems. 
 
4.1 Homologation 


 


4.1.1. Principles. 


 


Homologation is the simplest way to deal with the noise rules. It is based on the principle that suppliers of 


exhaust systems will have their exhaust systems tested by the CIAM pylon sub committee to get a homologation 


identification number for that exhaust system. That ID number will be valid for pipe lengths within a range 


defined by the manufacturer/supplier.  


An exhaust system will be marked by the supplier with that ID number and can be processed at competitions 


without further testing.  


Competitors that use homologated exhaust systems are not allowed to modify the exhaust systems concerning 


internal dimensions, tail pipe length and diameter. When a homologated system is used with modifications, the 


test procedure has to be followed for non homologated systems (4.2). 


 


4.1.2. Procedure of homologation. 


 


Anyone who wishes to have a muffler or a pipe/muffler unit tested and homologated must submit 2 samples and 


a drawing before January 1
st
 of the year it will be used to one of the muffler homologation officers appointed by 


the CIAM pylon sub committee. These can be sub committee members or experts outside the sub committee. For 







the first two years 2010 and 2011 this period will be extended to 31
st
 of December to give everyone the 


opportunity to develop pipes in these first years and to have them homologated immediately. 


One example will be kept by the sub committee for future reference.  


The drawings will be available through the CIAM web site for organizers of competitions and their technical 


directors. 


 


These mufflers and pipe/muffler units will be tested before March 1
st
 and published on the CIAM F3D web site 


before March 15
th
 of that year. For 2010 and 2011 pipe/muffler units will be tested 6 weeks after they are 


submitted, publication will follow within 4 weeks. All homologated mufflers will stay on the web site until 


further notice of the supplier. 


 


The test method will be as described in paragraph 4.2. 


Each manufacturer/supplier will receive a homologation number and test form filled in and signed by the 


homologation officer.  


The homologation number will be of the format:  F3D- (AAA) – (NUMBER)  


AAA is a 3 letter code for the manufacturer/supplier, to be proposed by them.  


NUMBER is the homologation number as given by the pylon sub committee. 


 


The test forms will be published on the CIAM F3D web site. 


The format of the test form for homologation can be found in annex 1 of this document. 


 


4.2 Testing with an electro acoustic actuator. 


 


4.2.1. Introduction. 


 


There are several reasons to use an electro acoustic actuator as the preferred way of testing the exhaust systems. 


 


• There is no need to run engines to test the effectiveness of an exhaust system. Running engines for each 


exhaust system is too time consuming and practically impossible, certainly at a competition with many 


competitors such as a World Championship. Also it makes random checks viable where the engine may 


not be in a condition to run, such as after a competition flight. 


• The method is very quick 


• The method gives good reproduction of results.  Measurements on running engines don’t give good 


reproduction because of many other variables, like the propeller and the engine’s needle setting, playing 


a major role. 


 


The most important disadvantage of the electro acoustic actuator is that there may be a discrepancy of 


attenuation result between an exhaust system tested on the electro acoustic system and on the real engine. For 


one parameter, which is the effect of exhaust gas temperature, the rules take this into account. There may be 


other effects related to engine rpm and all kinds of resonance effects in exhaust systems that make the 


comparison less accurate. The order of magnitude of the effectiveness can be established however with sufficient 


accuracy. 


The method was successfully tested in model car racing to find unpermitted modifications by competitors using 


homologated mufflers. These modifications could then be proved by physically opening the mufflers afterwards. 


 


 


4.2.2. Equipment. 


 


The acoustic noise is generated by an electronic white noise generator with a frequency range of 500 – 4000 Hz  


(-3 dB points, low and high pass filter minimum 1
st
 order, 6 dB/octave).  


The loudspeaker is a 1” horn driver type with a resonance frequency of 300 Hz or lower. 


To avoid discrepancies in measurements by differences in equipment it is proposed to standardise the equipment, 


especially the loudspeaker, as much as possible. 


 


The Paso UT 35, a professional 1” horn driver, is proposed. http://www.paso.it   


If you have a problem finding it, it can be supplied by the sub committee for a price of approx. € 45 excl. VAT 


(Through a Dutch Paso dealer). 


The noise generator electronics can also be supplied by the sub committee for € 25 excl VAT. This is without 


casing or power supply, only the electronics. It will be built and adjusted to standard specs in limited numbers. 


  







The loudspeaker needs an adapter to fit it to the pipe. It has a 15 mm internal diameter opening and an O-ring 


seal similar to O-rings used on current engines. (O-ring OD 21 – 21.3 mm), so it will fit all current pipes. The 


adapter is designed for minimum volume. 


Adapters to fit the Paso UT35 can be supplied by the subcommittee for  € 8 excl. VAT.  


 


See fig 2. for the equipment. 


 


 
 
Fig 2. The system for electro-acoustic testing. 


 


 


The measurements can be carried out with any simple sound level meter. A meter according to IEC 61672-


1:2002 class 1 can be used. It will be used with frequency weighting “A” in mode “slow”. 


 


4.2.3. Measurements. 


 


All measurements take place at a distance of 1.00 m ±2 cm to the centre of the relevant opening perpendicular 


(within ± 5 degrees)   to the axis of the pipe. 


 


To avoid inaccuracies due to sound reflections, the following guidelines should be followed. 


The sound source is placed on a stand at a height above the ground of 1.5 m. 


There should be no sound reflecting objects (like walls) within a distance of 3 meters from source and 


microphone. 


 


Note: For quick measurements a different distance (but not less than 10 cm due to effects of wavelength) can be 


taken as long as the measurements of the source, the standard pipe and the muffled pipe are made at the same 


distance within 5%. The result for the effectiveness of a muffler is basically independent of measurement 


distance. It is likely that the measurement distance in Annex 5P will be reduced to 10 cm in a next version of the 


sporting code. When doing measurements at a small distance like 10 cm reflecting objects at 1 metre or more 


will have no effect on the readings, which makes it possible to do the measurement in a room (minimum room 


volume appr. 30 m
3
) on a table. During development of exhaust systems this is an easy way to do indicative 


measurements in the workshop. 


  


The 1 meter distance can be easily controlled by a (max) 3 mm diameter distance piece of appropriate length 


fixed to the microphone as shown in fig.3 - 6. Such a distance piece will not affect the readings. 


 


The measurement procedure is simple: 


 


A. In the case that the original (non-muffled) pipe is not available, use this procedure. 


1. Measurement of the source @ 1 m:   see fig. 4, gives result   X0 dB (A) 


2. Measurement of the pipe plus muffler @ 1 m, see fig 5 and 6, gives result Y   dB (A)  


The insertion loss IL0 of the pipe+muffler is defined as   X0 – Y. 


 







From measurement it was found that the insertion loss X0 – X1 of the currently most commonly used un-


muffled pipes ( De Chastel and van den Bosch) is 8 dB(A)  so the minimum requirement for above as derived 


from the rules is IL0  ≥  20 dB(A).  


 


B. In the case that the original (non-muffled) pipe is available, use this procedure. 


1. Measurement of the un-muffled pipe @ 1 m:  see fig. 4, gives result  X1 dB (A) 


2. Measurement of the pipe plus muffler @ 1 m, see fig 5 or 6, gives result Y   dB (A)  


The insertion loss IL1 of the added muffler is defined as    X1 – Y.  


The minimum requirement for according to the rules is  IL1  ≥ 12 dB (A). 


 


Since it may be expected that after some years the original, non-muffled pipes will not be available anymore, it is 


likely that the current requirement of 12 dB (A) for IL1 will be replaced by a requirement of 20 dB (A) for IL0. 


 


With the equipment as described above X0 is 88±1 dB (A) and X1 is 79±1 dB (A). 


It is recommended if an other type of source is used, that X0 is between 80 and 95 dB (A). 


 


 
 


Fig 3 Reference measurement at a distance of 1.00 m (±5 cm) from the adapter opening. This 


is the X0 reading. Source and measuring microphone 1.5 metres above ground. No other 


objects within 5 meters. 


 







 
Fig.4 Reference measurement @ 1 m of the standard pipe without muffler. This is the X1 


reading. 


 
Fig. 5 measurement @ 1 m of the pipe plus muffler (integrated type). This is the Y reading 


 







 
Fig. 6 measurement @ 1 m of the pipe plus added muffler. This is also a Y reading.  







CIAM pylon subcommittee 


 


Test form for F3D mufflers. 


 


Manufacturer or Supplier    …………………………………………. 


Three letter code manufacture/supplier  …………………………………………. 


Type        …………………………………………. 


Date       …………………………………………. 


Drawings      as attached 


Sound level of source @ 1.00 m (X0)  ………dB(A) 


Sound level exhaust w/o muffler @ 1.00 m(X1) ………dB(A) 


Sound level exhaust with muffler @ 1.00 m (Y) ………dB(A) 


Insertion loss IL0 = X0 – Y    ……… dB(A), requirement 20 dB(A) 


Insertion loss IL1 = X1 – Y    ……… dB(A), requirement 12 dB(A) 


 


This exhaust system is homologated with homologation Identification number: 


(Format F3D-AAA- CIAM homologation number), AAA is the three letter code of the 


manufacturer/supplier 


 


      


F3D - ……. - ……. 
 


The CIAM pylon subcommittee 


For this committee 


The homologation officer 


 


 


………………………… (Signature) 


 


 


…………………………. (Name) 


 
 







Minutes of the 2010 CIAM Plenary Meeting - ANNEX 3g - 09_F4_Sub_rep_1.pdf


Report from the Scale Subcommittee 2009. 
 


 


The Scale subcommittee have at present 24 general members and all now have an E-mail 


address, which makes sending out information and discuss matters of interest much easier. 


We have had four E-mail letters circulating to the Subcommittee regarding changes in the 


balance of K-factors in both static and flying and also a discussion on the builder of the model 


problems with today’s ready made parts and kits. There has been some discussion about the 


“Choice of options” part of the “realism in flight” part of the judging, this part have of the 


rules have never worked up to our expectations and one of the proposals is to delete this part. 


We have had a European Championship in Elverum Norway that was quite successful despite 


a lot of rain. Once more the entry into the F4B class was to low to make a valid 


Championship and had to be cancelled. This lead the CIAM Bureau to decide to remove the 


F4B class from having Championship Class status as this was the third time in a row that F4B 


have had to low entry to a European Championship and the entry into the World 


Championship have also been low, but just above the limit. 


Since Scale is having a Technical meeting in 2010, we have quite a number of minor, but 


important proposals to change parts of the ‘sporting Code, and we will use the time from the 


December Bureau meeting up to the Plenary meeting in 2010 to discuss all scale matters that 


will be on the Plenary agenda.  


The Scale Subcommittee Chairman will then present the results of the Subcommittee 


discussion to the Scale Technical Meeting and also at the Plenary Meeting when up for 


voting. 


We once again do hope that the changed schedule of Technical meetings will give the 


Subcommittee’s opinion more weight on the discussion on rules and changes, than that of the 


technical meeting held in conjunction with the Plenary.  


Very often the Technical Meeting is made up of people that represent their country but have 


no interest in Scale and have not been involved in the discussion of the Scale rules proposals 


before the meeting. They therefore do not have any knowledge about the background of the 


proposal and just vote as being told by some one at home who neither have been involved in 


the Subcommittee’s discussions. 


 


Narve L. Jensen 


Scale Chair 
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CIAM F5 Electric Flight Subcommittee 
 


Annual 2009 
 
The main actvities in the view of  FAI were the F5B European Championhips 
in Cisnadia, Rumania and the FAI World Cup Events in Austria, Rumania, 
Italy and Switzerland in the same class. I was personally involved in this four 
events. Twice as contest director and twice as president of the FAI Jury. S/c 
members, competitors and team managers had contructive discussions 
during ECH and later by email concerninmg the introduction of a new glider 
class for beginners. This class would only consit of the duration and landing 
part of F5B. But the Watt limiter must be used. The result of this work is a 
proposal for the coming plenary. 
 
 
 
5.11.09  Emil Giezendanner      
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F7 (Aerostats) 


ACTIVITY REPORT 2009 


1-SC MEMBERS 


- Marcel PREVOTAT (Chairman, France, NAC = FFAM)   pvt-asso@orange.fr 


- Experts: 


- Johannes EISSING (ZEPPELIN GmbH, Germany, NAC = DAeC) j.eissing@zeppelin-nt.de 


- Andy BOOTH (Project Manager, CAMERON Balloons, UK)  andybooth@bkueyonder.co.uk 


- Patrick DECOCK (RC Balloonist, Belgium)    patrickdekock@hotmail.com 


- Olaf SCHNEIDER (RC Balloonist, Germany, DMFV)   info@modellbalone.de 


- Patrick DIEUZY (RC Balloonist, France, FFAM)   dieuzy.patrick@neuf.fr 


We still need to get experts from key countries (USA). 


2-CIAM ACTIVITIES: 


- Attendance of SC Chairman to the Plenary meeting (Lausanne, March 2009). 


- “Lighter than air” replaced by “Aerostats”  


- Proposals for reshape of the F7A rules, including minor modifications, submitted and accepted. 


- French brochure on RC Hot Air Balloons (to be translated) 


- Preparation of provisional RC Airship rules and proposal for creation of a new class (F7B = Airship)  


- Organization of the French championship and participation to numerous meetings. 


3-COMPETITIONS AND MEETINGS: 


- 2009 French Champion: Bernard BARILLON 


- French Montgolfier Challenge (best in the year): Bernard BILQUEY  


- 2 official competitions in France: Vesoul, Bagnols sur Ceze 


- International competitions: Reims (France, 15 competitors, 3 nations), Brigachtahl (Germany, 55 


competitors, 6 nations). These competitions are implemented each year since 16 and 23 years 


respectively and should be considered for moving status of F7 from promotional to official. 


- Numerous meetings in France (Praz sur Arly, Les Saisies, Annonay, Reims, Chambley), Germany 


(Brigachtal, Kirchberg im Tirol, Leipzig, Bad Durrheim…), UK (Llangollen, Bristol), Switzerland 


(Schnottwill). 


- Numerous Web sites for RC ballooning. 


- On several meetings, accent was made toward contact with Youth (meeting in Health centers, RC balloon 


sensitization). 


4-KEY POINTS: 


- Proposal for F7B rules (airship), class to be created. J.EISSING (ZEPPELIN Airships GmbH) strongly active 


for the promotion of this class in Germany and key expert for airships. 


- Request to move from provisional to official class for F7A (Hot air balloons). 


- Several minor proposals to the F7A rules submitted by November 2009. 


- Excellent relationship with pilots of size balloons. The participation of the RC Balloons enlarges the 


interest of the public in balloons meetings. 


- Huge interest of Youth and other RC pilots and huge communication support by the RC balloons. 


- Need to implement official international competitions (Germany, France and USA as key countries) 
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  ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CIAM  


SPACE MODELS SUBCOMMITTEE ACTIVITY FOR 2009 


 


By Srdjan D. Pelagic, dipl.ing. 


Space Models S/C Chairman 


 


CIAM Space Models Subcommittee (SM SC) was composed of 21 members in 2009, all from different countries 


from four continents. A dilemma should a SC have only several technical experts or greater number of members 


from different countries was resolved several year ago. SM SC concluded that most of technical problems are 


being solved successfully, but transfer of space modeling practice require competent, qualified and motivated 


liaison persons in many countries to collect local people and start organizing competitions. Therefore one person 


from a country if nominated by his NAC is selected for SM SC. This method gave very satisfactory results. 


SM SC convene regularly once a year at World or European Championships and in case if larger number of SC 


members attend some World Cup events there are sometimes interim meetings. There were two important 


meetings in 2009 during the 12
th


 European SM Championships held in Irig (Serbia):  


a) Round Table discussion covered a wide area of technical and organizational problems. At this event 


participated about 20 sportsmen and team managers from 12 countries.  They considered mainly topics on boost 


gliders and electronic altitude measurements. 


b) Space Models SC meeting was open to SM SC members, outstanding sportsmen and all team managers. The 


Agenda contained: 1) Offers for next WSMCh 2012 and EuSMChs. 2) Eight classes in SM Champs again, 3) 


Directions of SM technical development and the mainstream 4) Minakov Project and rules Changes 2010. Mr L. 


Jurek from Slovakia and Mr T. Dragov from Bulgaria gave very informative presentations of their bids for 


19thWSMCh 2012 to be submitted to CIAM Plenary meeting. In next item Mr G. Woebbeking, the 2
nd


 CIAM VP, 


gave a very interesting presentation on how he sees SM with respect to general CIAM policy and gave several very 


interesting remarks and proposals. After that there was a long and productive discussion on the rules changes 


specially focused on electronic altitude measurement in future Championships. As a special contribution to this 


discussion Marian Krause (ROU) demonstrated in the flying field flight of an altitude model with an electronic 


altimeter produced in Germany.  After that he had a presentation on this device and its computer program. 


The most important sports, technical and organization activities were: 


1) 12
th


 European SM Championships in Serbia participated by 14 senior and 11 junior teams was very successful. 


2) SM World Cup approaches its 20
th


 anniversary and attracts more and more sportsmen. There were 20 events at 


three continents this year with participation of sportsmen from 24 countries. The greatest achievement was 


reestablishment of World Cup events in Bulgaria, Great Britain and the USA and rejoining of Canadian sportsmen 


to competitions. 


3) Open International –non World Cup events were organized in non-World Cup classes as back-up events of 


several World Cups to encourage space modelers to contribute to versatility of this sport.  


4) In several countries like Poland and Romania most of efforts were oriented to application of electronic 


altimeter in altitude classes of space models and they supported organization of national championships and 


other events. 


5) SM SC established a special Software group to develop different application software. This helped to have this 


year current World Cup placing lists just after each contest that contributed very much to dynamics of 


competition and increased interest of sportsmen in this kind of contests. 


 


 


Novi Sad (Serbia)                                                                        Srdjan D. Pelagic, dipl.ing. 


November 12, 2009                                                              CIAM Space Models SC Chairman 
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December 2nd 2009 
 


CIAM SC Education Report 2009 
  
1. CIAM Scholarship 
The Technical Meeting during the CIAM Plenary Meeting was supported by 12 
members and observers. Again, the main subject was the proposal of a 
scholarship awarded to one successful junior per year, funded by the CIAM 
budget. During the Technical Meeting, a new selection procedure has been 
agreed: All forms and attached personal statements should be forwarded to the 
CIAM Scholarship Selection Group of seven Education Experts, who – spread 
all over the world - independently consider the nominations in order to propose 
a sequence. Further on, the money should not be given to the scholarship 
recipient directly but paid to the applicant’s NAC in order to be used to cover 
tuition fees etc. 
  
This time, the Plenary Meeting approved the proposal unanimously. Because 
the rule is effective not earlier than January 2010, no scholarship can be 
granted by the Plenary in April 2010. Nevertheless, several experts already 
declared their interest in joining the Selection Group. 
 
2. Questionnaire regarding Flying Fields 
After a short review about the development of flying fields presented to the 
Bureau, the idea had been brought forward that a questionnaire sent to all 
delegates might improve knowledge and awareness of international trends. 
While scrutinizing the matter it was realized that “flying fields” are just one part 
of the conditions under which model flying is practised. For a first questionnaire 
a more general approach seemed to be more appropriate; a proposed form has 
been mailed to the Sub-committee and comments worked in an updated 
proposal to be agreed within the Bureau. 
 
3. Other Projects 
The current rulebook leaves simpler then FAI classes mainly to the discretion of 
the NAC. Mike Colling raised the question whether the related CIAM Sub-
committees are willing to discuss their panels in order to integrate appropriate 
classes as guidance on the route to the classes of international championships. 
- This discussion might become part of the strategy process which started with 
the workshop March 25, 2009. 
 
Gerhard Wöbbeking 
Chairman Education Sub-committee   
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 Technical Secretary’s Report to CIAM Plenary 2010 


Technical Secretary’s Report to the 2010 CIAM Plena ry Meeting 


1. Sporting Code 2010 Edition 
Eight of the volumes of the FAI Sporting Code were published before Christmas.  It was unfortunate 
that the F3 Helicopter and F3 Soaring volumes were not published until the first week of January 
2010 with the F2 revised volume following them.  The ABR volume was delayed until the 20th 
January and the F3 Aerobatics volume was finally published in the last week of January with a 
revision published in early February. 
There are now twelve volumes plus an annex to each the F2 and the F5 volumes.  Fourteen 
documents, many of which are long and complex, take an extraordinary number of hours to update 
and check and even then it is occasionally necessary to publish revised editions, although I regret 
having to do this. 


 
2. Proposal Submissions 


2.1. Year of Submission 
Again this year very many proposals could not be included on the Plenary Agenda as they had 
been submitted in the wrong year of the two-year cycle.  Delegates and NACs are respectfully 
reminded that ABR A.12 is very clear regarding when rule changes may be submitted.  Other 
than provisional classes, all rule changes for Championship or other Official classes are subject 
to a two-year rule cycle. 


2.2. Method of Submission 
After discussion with the FAI Secretariat it has been decided that hard copy signed & stamped 
proposals as confirmation of the electronically submitted proposal forms are no longer required.  
There is a Bureau proposal for the appropriate section of ABR volume on the Plenary agenda. 
When Plenary has approved this change it is intended that the new proposal form and 
submission guidelines will be available for download on the CIAM website from 1st May this 
year.  


2.3. Format of Proposals 
It was good to see that nearly all the proposals for this Plenary meeting were submitted on the 
correct forms.  However, proposals are still being submitted by some NACs and Sub-
committees in various formats and often in formats that either cannot, or cannot easily, be 
converted to Word, including in pdf format.  This causes extra unnecessary work for the 
Secretary and Technical Secretary.  Which format to use is explained very clearly in the 
information sheet that accompanies the downloadable file from the CIAM page of the FAI 
website: either MS-Word 97-2003 or rich text format (RTF).  A sentence to this effect has been 
added to the end of ABR A.6.1 and a line to the bottom of ABR Annex A.2.b in the 2009 edition 
of the ABR Volume in an effort to help NACs remember for the future. 


 
3. Forms on the Website 


The new CIAM Scholarship application form was placed in the “Forms” section of the Documents 
page of the CIAM website in January where it can easily be downloaded.  I am considering whether 
publication of the forms required in competition should also be made available to download from the 
website. 


 


4. World Records 
I am pleased to say that between April 2009 and March 2010, 14 new world records were 
homologated. 


 
Finally I am pleased to have again been able to support the CIAM Secretary in the generation of Bureau 
and Plenary Minutes and the Plenary agenda. 
 
 
Mrs Jo Halman 
CIAM Technical Secretary 
March 2010 
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25. CIAM Treasurer’s Report  
 
25.1 Sanction fees (including EuroTour events)  


The high majority of the sanction fees arrived in time, some were again late or not 
fully paid because of the bank charges, clarifications were made, by now the 
balances are paid. were in progress. There are four registered events which are 
not yet paid (3 from Serbia, 1 from the Netherlands). Registered but not paid 
events are not appearing on the calendar (that is an automatic function of the 
calendar database). That concerns for the EuroTour events as well.  
No EuroTour events are paid for 2010 by now. I have got the forms for 24 events, 
therefore all are pending. Since 2007 these events are handled within the normal 
procedure apart from the facts that the forms are not passing the NACs concerned 
but through me instead (as the Bureau accepted before) and the three months gap 
can not be kept in case of some early contests in the year.  


25.2 Payments for medals 
The 2009 world championship medals are fully paid. The pending medals payment 
connected to the 2008 F1D W/Ch in Serbia finally arrived this summer.  
There is problem with the payment for the CIAM continental medals with the same 
Serbian organizer in this year again. The medals are paid only partially, and after 
warnings and e-mail discussions the balance was covered by the CIAM budget to 
Ordino Company. This amount is to be reimbursed by the organizer to the CIAM 
budget, but it has not happened yet.  


25.3 Estimation for the final balance of CIAM budget for 2009 
The budget statement of Dec. 2 shows the CIAM budget balance increased by 
about EUR 3800. The actual reimbursements and late payments will affect the final 
figure at the end of the year. The estimated surplus will be around EUR 2000 
besides of a balance of about EUR 46500.  
As it happens usually, some budgeted costs will appear only in 2010 and some not 
budgeted items appear in 2009.  


25.4 Budget structure 
Now we are using only the FAI established standard Financial Report Form. After 
closing 2008, it was not necessary to change the break down of the main budget 
chapters to have better fitting to the CIAM specialities.  


25.5 CIAM continental championship medals management 
From 2010 CIAM will use the FAI championship medals also for CIAM continental 
championships. Therefore the budget for 2011 will be planned using the costs of 
these medals and already the 2010 actual budget will be affected.  
This way the same clear and traceable procedure is to be applied for the handling 
of continental championship medals as for the world championships. Of course this 
will increase the work load within the FAI office, but the procedure will not depend 
on one person not belonging to the office.  
 
Lausanne, December 2, 2009 
 
 
Andras Ree 
CIAM Treasurer 
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REPORT BY THE FAI JURY ON THE 2009 FAI WORLD AIR GAMES 


for Artistic Aerobatics (Class F6A), Aeromusicals (Class F6B) and Hand-Throw Gliders (Class F6D) 


Aeritalia Airfield, and Palaruffini, Milan, Italy. June 2009. 


 
Overview 
This third edition of the World Air Games was organised and executed under the direction of the FAI, by the Italian the Local Organising 
Committee (LOC), and the Italian Aero Club and its various sections, from 6th to 13th June 2009. The aeromodelling classes, specially 
developed for the World Air Games concept, enjoyed a high profile, even if there were organizational shortcomings, political in-fighting, a 
shortage of funds, and behind-the-scenes power struggles. 
 
Pre-contest information 
General and specific information was communicated to participants via several bulletins, and athletes and officials were able to register 
on-line and execute accreditation prior to arriving in Italy. The CIAM Media Consultant helped all aeromodellers through this process. 
 
Accommodation and catering 
All aeromodelling athletes and supporters/helpers were accommodated in hotels in Milan, and transport was provided by the organizing 
committee by bus for those who did not arrive by car. Lunch and dinner was taken in the restaurant on site and were of high quality and 
quantity. Dinners were arranged on the evenings when there was F6B activity in the Palaruffini. Breakfast was served at the various 
hotels in the morning.  
 
Practice fields and competition sites 
The aeromodelling branch (FIAM) of the Italian Aero Club arranged for practice sites to be available to competitors within reasonable 
driving distances. The Artistic Aerobatics (F6A) and Hand-Throw Gliders (F6D) events were conducted in front of the stage centre area 
at the Aeritalia Airfield, to award maximum exposure to spectators and the media. Time and airspace was shared between the various 
air sports. Weather conditions for the F6D event unfortunately meant flying somewhat further from the grand stands, making visibility of 
the activity difficult. For the F6B Aeromusicals, the hall of Palaruffini proved perfectly adequate and popular with spectators and 
participants. Entry was free to spectators. 
 
Organisation and execution 
The championship was conducted in a very friendly, yet professional way. The contest directors and their personnel were always friendly 
and accommodating within the rules. Competitors were called in good time to occupy the ready boxes and for their flights. The published 
daily flying slots had to be changed on a few occasions, to mesh with other activities and available airspace. On a few occasions, the 
aeromodellers were denied access to off-load equipment close to the flightline, but this received prompt attention. Due to the number of 
other airsports activities, the progress was sometimes halted. Other airsports were viewed by aeromodellers but the activities not often 
understood, due to lack of commentary, and publicity. 
 
Communication and publicity 
A website was available, but scores for the aeromodelling events were often late in appearing. Most other communication was either by 
word of mouth, or through notices on the bulletin boards on site, and at the hotels. Local newspapers carried daily reports, and local and 
national television had regular bulletins. Even if there appeared to be a public relations campaign (a few posters and banners close to 
the airfield), the event suffered from public participation, with low numbers of spectators attending. The entry price of 20 Euros per 
person, also contributed to a low spectator count, many people viewing the activities from public roads in the vicinity of the aerodrome. 
The on-site public address system was put to good use, and the giant video screens brought the activities closer to the spectators. A 
wireless system on site provided free internet access, which proved popular with several teams who sent daily reports to their 
federations. At the Palaruffini, the contest director provided running commentary, and an electronic score board gave results within one 
minute after completion of flights, aiding to the spectator awareness of the exciting indoor activity. 
 
Conduct of jury and judges 
No protests were lodged, and a few informal queries were adequately dealt with. The jury members were well versed in the Sporting 
Code requirements and complemented each other in their different fields of expertise and experience The jury members were always on-
site and available to questions and queries at all times.. 
 
Judges were used on a rotational basis for F6A and F6B, with the FIAM supplying some timekeepers for F6D. Occasional checks were 
done to assess judges’ performance. 
 
Award ceremonies, functions, closing banquet 
The impressive and entertaining opening ceremony was conducted in a Milan city square, but was long in duration, with limited seating. 
It lacked adequate communication, and participants endured long periods of inactivity. There were several televised speeches by city 
dignitaries, organizers, FAI and Aero Club officials, etc. The FAI anthem was played, and the FAI flag and other flags brought to the 
event by parachutists. 
  
The awards ceremony took place on the airfield where the FAI medals and diplomas were awarded to the winners. This was followed by 
an on-field open air “banquet” which appeared to be disorganized and left some participants without food. 







  
Conclusion 
It is the opinion of the FAI Jury that the 2009 FAI World Air Games was successful, even if there were organizational deficiencies. 
Participants generally understood the shared-time concept, but some still have to accept the fact that the WAG concept is principally to 
exhibit a wide variety of air sport activities that must be entertaining to spectators and media. Of course the athletes are central to the 
success of such an event, and future events will be able to build on the lessons learnt in Milan. The Local Organising Committee, the 
Aero Club of Italy, and the FIAM are to be congratulated for a successful event, for aeromodelling anyway. With restricted involvement, 
and a lack of funds, the officers and staff of the FIAM were able to ensure arable event. 
 
The three WAG aeromodelling classes need only small rule changes to enhance the concept of spectator and media appeal. The sub-
committee chairpersons of some of the other traditional classes need to consider developing rules for events that that may added to 
future editions of the WAG. 
 
 
The FAI Jury:  Bob SKINNER 


(South Africa, president of the CIAM) 
 
 
  Massimo SEMOLI 


(Italy, CIAM Secretary) 
 


 
  Guy REVEL 
  (France/Czech Republic, CIAM Media Consultant) 
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Annual Report  2009 
 
Until the CIAM bureau meeting December 2009 five issues of the printable PDF Flyer were pro-
duced: 
 
No. 1-09 Building and running Warbird models 
 2-09 Shortage of Young Talent – what’s that? 
 3-09 Oldies are Trendy 
 4-09 Model Gas Turbines Have Introduced a New Dimension 
 5-09 Combining Nature and High-Tech – Freeflight Gliders 
  
 
The last number of 2009 is planned: 
 


6-09 Winter flying 
          
For the numbers 4 and 5 I was supported by the chairmen Scale and Freeflight – thank you very 
much. For the number 6 I’m looking for photographs of flying on frozen lakes in Scandinavia, Can-
ada, etc. Thank you for help. 
 
 
Pfäffikon, November 29th  2009 
 
Emil Ch. Giezendanner 






